


Another year, another draft guide in the books! I want to start this guide off by dedicating this

project tomymother.While I tend to keepmy personal life, well, personal, I feel like it’s only right

to show all of my love and support for her. Recently, her health has started to decline and I’m

unsure how things will be for my family and I whenwe get to the week of the NFLDraft. I will

continue to pray that she fully recovers and is able to read through this guide like she has in the

past. I love youmom.

Next, I want to give a thank you tomywife and son. They are always so supportive of this project

and everything that comes with covering the NFLDraft. From live streams to radio, they are

always on the other side of the closed doors waiting to askme how every single showwent.

Meanwhile, I just love watching tapewithmy son. He learns about these players at the same time

I’m learning about them and it’s just an absolute blast. Lastly, mywife is a rockstar. She just is. She

makes all of this happen andwithout her help, none of this is possible.

Moving on from all of that, this wasmy first year covering the Detroit Lions for the LionsWire with

USA Today and it was absolutely awesome. I learn somuch every day from themanaging editor of

the site, Jeff Risdon. He does a phenomenal job and I look forward to covering the Lions again this

seasonwith him and the team. Yes folks, that meansmore film breakdowns. Also, it wasmy first

year helping with coverage of the Lions and they had their best season in over 30+ years. You’re

welcome, Detroit!

Lastly, I want to give a thank you to the great staff at FantasyPros and BettingPros. FromDerek,

Blaine, Thor, Mike and everyone in between, they have all played a part in my growth in the NFL

Draft space. I appreciate them for givingme opportunities and the platform to talk about the draft

and the bettingmarket in football. I look forward to doing evenmore with them this upcoming

season!

During previous NFLDraft Guides that I’ve done, there have been hundreds of people that reach

out every year and ask if they can Venmo or PayPal me a few bucks for my hard work on the draft

guide.While I appreciate the kind words, please donate that money to people who are in need.

For example, themen andwomen that have served our country deserve it muchmore thanme. I

watch football andwrite words about it – our veterans have helped protect and serve our country.

They’re the real heroes so please support them. You can help by donating to theWounded

Warriors Project:

https://support.woundedwarriorproject.org/default.aspx?tsid=10043

In addition to theWoundedWarriors Project, I’d like for everyone to also consider donating

money to the COPD Foundation. As I recently mentioned, mymother’s health has started to

decline and COPDwas part of her diagnosis. The contributions youmake transform the lives of

over 300million people worldwide living with COPD and related lung conditions. By giving to the

COPD Foundation, you help improve prevention, extend access to effective treatments, and

provide critical human connection to people struggling to breathe every day.

https://www.copdfoundation.org/Ways-to-Give/Donate/Donate-Now.aspx

To some, this is just a draft guide but for me it’s somuchmore. I am so passionate about the NFL

Draft, studying these players and providing themost accurate analysis possible.While breaking

down film, I work a full-time job outside of this field and it takes up a good 50 hours of myweek. I

coach football in the summer and fall. Maybewriting about football never becomes full-time or

maybe it will. One thing is for sure, I’ll never stopworking towardsmaking that dream come true.

Thank you for joiningme on the ride now let’s continue to enjoy the journey! Here’s my 2024NFL

Draft Guide with 101 players having in-depth scouting reports, rankings and draft grades! Enjoy

and thank you all for the continued support!

https://support.woundedwarriorproject.org/default.aspx?tsid=10043
https://www.copdfoundation.org/Ways-to-Give/Donate/Donate-Now.aspx


Rank Name Position School Score RDGrade

1 Marvin Harrison Jr WR Ohio State 96 1st

2 CalebWilliams QB USC 94 1st

3 Malik Nabers WR LSU 93.5 1st

4 Joe Alt OT Notre Dame 93.5 1st

5 Brock Bowers TE Georgia 93 1st

6 JaydenDaniels QB LSU 92.5 1st

7 DrakeMaye QB North Carolina 92 1st

8 Taliese Fuaga OT Oregon State 92 1st

9 RomeOdunze WR Washington 91.5 1st

10 Olu Fashanu OT Penn State 91 1st

11 Dallas Turner EDGE Alabama 91 1st

12 J.C. Latham OT Alabama 90.5 1st

13 Jared Verse EDGE Florida State 90 1st

14 Terrion Arnold CB Alabama 90 1st

15 Laitu Latu EDGE UCLA 89 1st

16 JohnnyNewton IDL Illinois 88 1st

17 QuinyonMitchell CB Toledo 86.5 1st

18 ByronMurphy IDL Texas 84.5 1st - 2nd

19 Troy Fautanu OT Washington 84.5 1st - 2nd

20 NateWiggins CB Clemson 84 1st - 2nd

21 GrahamBarton IOL Duke 83.5 1st - 2nd

22 AdonaiMitchell WR Texas 79.75 2nd

23 Kamari Lassiter CB Georgia 79.5 2nd

24 Brian Thomas Jr WR LSU 79 2nd

25 Kool-AidMcKinstry CB Alabama 79 2nd

26 Jackson Powers-Johnson IOL Oregon 78.75 2nd

27 J.J. McCarthy QB Michigan 78.67 2nd

28 Tyler Guyton OT Oklahoma 78.5 2nd

29 Keon Coleman WR Florida State 78 2nd

30 Edgerrin Cooper LB Texas A&M 78 2nd

31 XavierWorthy WR Texas 77.75 2nd

32 LaddMcConkey WR Georgia 77.5 2nd



33 AmariusMims OT Georgia 77.5 2nd

34 Darius Robinson EDGE Missouri 77 2nd

35 Cooper Dejean CB Iowa 77 2nd

36 Michael Penix Jr QB Washington 76.75 2nd

37 Chop Robinson EDGE Penn State 76.5 2nd

38 Zach Frazier IOL West Virginia 76.5 2nd

39 Chris Braswell EDGE Alabama 76 2nd

40 Troy Franklin WR Oregon 76 2nd

41 Ennis Rakestraw CB Missouri 76 2nd

42 Christian Haynes IOL UConn 75.67 2nd

43 T'Vondre Sweat IDL Texas 75 2nd

44 PaytonWilson LB N.C. State 74 2nd

45 Tyler Nubin SAF Minnesota 73.5 2nd

46 Ricky Pearsall WR Florida 73.5 2nd

47 Cooper Beebe IOL Kansas State 73 2nd

48 Braden Fiske IDL Florida State 73 2nd

49 Xavier Legette WR South Carolina 72 2nd

50 JordanMorgan IOL Arizona 71.5 2nd

51 Kingsley Saumatia OT BYU 71 2nd

52 RomanWilson WR Michigan 70 2nd

53 Kris Abrams-Draine CB Missouri 69 2nd

54 Blake Corum RB Michigan 68.5 2nd

55 BoNix QB Oregon 68 2nd

56 Kris Jenkins IDL Michigan 67.5 2nd

57 MarShawn Lloyd RB USC 67 2nd

58 JadenHicks SAF Washington State 66 2nd

59 Ja'Lynn Polk WR Washington 64.5 2nd - 3rd

60 MaxMelton CB Rutgers 64 2nd - 3rd

61 Trey Benson RB Florida State 64 2nd - 3rd

62 Mike Sainristil CB Michigan 63 2nd - 3rd

63 T.J. Tampa CB Iowa State 61 2nd - 3rd

64 Ja'Tavion Sanders TE Texas 59 3rd

65 JalenMacMillan WR Washington 58 3rd

66 Kamren Kinchens SAF Miami (FL) 57 3rd

67 RayDavis RB Kentucky 56.5 3rd

68 Jonathon Brooks RB Texas 56 3rd

69 Jeremiah Trotter Jr LB Clemson 55.5 3rd

70 Javon Bullard SAF Georgia 55 3rd

71 Khyree Jackson CB Oregon 54.75 3rd

72 Gabriel Murphy EDGE UCLA 54.5 3rd

73 Roger Rosengarten OT Washington 54.5 3rd

74 Junior Colson LB Michigan 54 3rd

75 Bucky Irving RB Oregon 54 3rd



76 Jamari Thrash WR Louisville 53.5 3rd

77 Braelen Trice EDGE Washington 53 3rd

78 JaylenWright RB Tennessee 53 3rd

79 Adissa Isaac EDGE Penn State 52.5 3rd

80 CamHart CB Notre Dame 52 3rd

81 Delmar Glaze OT Maryland 51 3rd

82 Jermaine Burton WR Alabama 50 3rd

83 Andru Phillips CB Kentucky 49 3rd

84 Renardo Green CB Florida State 48 3rd

85 Calen Bullock SAF USC 46 3rd

86 Sedrick Van-Pranger IOL Georgia 44.5 3rd - 4th

87 Michael Hall IDL Ohio State 44 3rd - 4th

88 Blake Fisher OT Notre Dame 43 3rd - 4th

89 BrandonDorlus IDL Oregon 42 3rd - 4th

90 Dominick Puni IOL Kansas State 41 3rd - 4th

91 Daijun Edwards RB Georgia 39.5 4th

92 Tykee Smith SAF Georgia 38.5 4th

93 Theo Johnson TE Penn State 38 4th

94 MalikMustapha SAF Wake Forest 37 4th

95 Patrick Paul OT Houston 36.75 4th

96 Emani Bailey RB TCU 36.5 4th

97 Brendan Rice WR USC 36 4th

98 Spencer Rattler QB South Carolina 35.5 4th

99 Caelan Carson CB Wake Forest 35 4th

100 Jaheim Bell TE Florida State 35 4th

101 DariusMaussau LB UCLA 33 4th

Grade Description

100 - 95 Rare. Best in class. Dominant.

94 - 90 Top-15worthy

89 - 85 Solid 1st RoundGrade

84 - 80 Late 1st to 2nd Round

79 - 65 2nd Round

64 - 60 Late 2nd to 3rd Round

59 - 45 3rd Round

44 - 40 Late 3rd to 4th Round

39 - 30 4th Round

29 - 10 Day 3



WR1 | 1ST

MARVIN HARRISON JR
WR |OHIO STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 205 lbs

Class: Junior

STRENGTHS
● Tremendous lateral movement skills for a player of his size.
● Quick feet with the hip fluidity needed to change direction.
● Pacing in his routes is great for a player of his size.
● Versatile enough to play inside or outside.
● Route running ability allows him towin at all three levels of the field.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to get stronger so he can create after the catch andwin against more physical

defenders.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Harrison Jr., is one of the few players in this draft that appears to be a “no-brainer” for NFL teams.
Harrison Jr., has the size and fluidity needed to be a successful number one receiver for a team.
He’s the type of player you build your franchise around, specifically your offense.Whether he’s
playing inside or outside, he canwin at all three levels of the field . The pacing of his routes are
terrific and he should be a high impact player early in his career.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from St. Joseph’s Prep School in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
While he had offers to schools to a plethora of schools such as Notre Dame, Penn State and others,
he committed toOhio State. In addition to high school football, he also played high school
basketball. He is the son of Dawne Avery andMarvin Harvinson Sr., and has a younger brother,
Jett. His father, Marvin, played 13-years in the NFL for the Indianapolis Colts and is in the NFLHall
of Fame.



QB1 | 2ND

CALEBWILLIAMS
QB | USC

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1”

Weight: 214 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32”

Hand Size: 9 ¾”

STRENGTHS
● As effective as any quarterback to operate off-script.
● Steps up into the pocket and athleticism helps him extend plays with just one or two

additional steps.
● No issues when throwing from different arm angles and arm slots.
● Has the desiredmobility to extend plays and run in the open field.
● Doesn’t always need a clean platform tomakeNFL calibers throws.
● Has the desired arm strength tomake throws at all three levels of the field.

WEAKNESSES
● Gets caught staring down his initial read.
● Will try to do toomuch – just needs to throw the ball away sometimes.
● Chooses not to run the ball and opts for attempting amore difficult throw.

OVERALL PROJECTION
When teams look to identify potential superstar caliber quarterbacks, CalebWilliams has the
desired skill-set to become that type of player for an organization. He’s just as effective as a player
to operate off-script as he is to operate in-rhythm and on-script. Much of his style as a quarterback
is in resemblance to playing football in the backyard. Able to throw from different arm angles and
arm slots, he’s able to get the football from point A to point B anyway he chooses. There are times
that he opts for amore difficult throw rather than just taking what the defense is giving him. From
there hewill look to force throwswhich lead to turnover-worthy plays. He’s best suited for an NFL
offense that features his elite arm talent while being able to spread the football around to its
playmakers. He has the potential to be one of the best players from this class.

PLAYER NOTES
Was the number one ranked recruit in the country (per 24/7 Sports) coming out of Gonzaga High
School inWashington, D.C. Despite having offers to a plethora of schools, he committed to
Oklahoma. After one seasonwith the Sooners, he transferred to USC. Started 33 games in his
collegiate career.Won the Heisman Trophy in 2022 andwas the APCollege Football Player of the
Year in 2022. Finished his collegiate career with over 10,000 total yards and 120 total
touchdowns.



WR2 | 3RD

MALIK NABERS
WR | LSU

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 200 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 31⅜”

Hand Size: 9⅞”

40-Yard Dash: 4.38 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.56 seconds

Vertical Jump: 42”

Broad: Jump: 10’ 9”

STRENGTHS
● Always on the go – he plays like the energizer bunny.
● Heavily used as themotion-man for the LSU offense. Should help him createmismatches in

the NFL.
● Runs his routes with a great pace and is able to separate consistently from that.
● Has great run after-the-catch ability.
● Great accelerator after the catch –will fly right past defenders.
● Wins with fluid routes and is able to accelerate and separate off doublemoves.
● Excels in the short areas of the field with screens, comebacks and hitch routes.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to do a better job attacking the football.
● At his best when he gets a free release. Could get displaced off his route from press-man.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Able to play anywhere on the field, Malik Nabers is projected to be a plug-and-play receiver that
should produce from day one in the NFL. He’s an explosive playmaker that never stopsmoving.
Whether it’s pre-snapmotion or being able to run after the catch, he was a differencemaker for
JaydenDaniels and the LSU offense. One of the best receivers in the draft to execute
double-moves, he consistently makes defenders regret biting on the first move.When the ball is in
the air, he’ll need to attack it more consistently. Nabers does have the speed that’s needed to take
the top off a defense but overall, he’s going to feast in the short and intermediate areas of the field
for an offense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Southside High School in Youngsville, Louisiana.While
he had offers to every top school in the country such as Auburn, Oregon and others, he ended up
flipping his commitment fromMississippi State to LSU. In addition to football, he played basketball
and ran track. He did not play football his senior year because he transferred fromComeauxHigh
School to Southside High School.Will be 21-years old in July. His uncle, Gabe, played for Florida
State and the Los Angeles Chargers.



OT 1 | 4TH

JOE ALT
OT | NOTREDAME

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’9”

Weight: 321 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 34 ¼”

Hand Size: 10”

40-Yard Dash: 5.05 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.73 seconds

Vertical Jump: 28”

Broad Jump: 9’ 4”

STRENGTHS
● Flexible tackle with fluidmovement within his lower half.

● Has great length for the position. Locks out defenders consistently due to his arm length.

● Shows the ability to handle blitzes and line stunts from defenders.

● Able to pull and get out in space – fluidmover in space.

● Always plays under control and keeps his pad level down.

● Efficient run-blocker that walls off defenders to create rushing lanes.

WEAKNESSES
● Hand placement tends to be too high or wide.

● Overcompensates his size in his 3-point stance and it forces him to lunge rather than sit.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Not even 21-years old yet, Joe Alt looks like he’s been playing in the NFL for years already. He’s an

experienced prospect that hasmade 33 straight starts at Notre Dame. He’s a long offensive tackle

that has a fluid and flexible lower half. His long arms allow him to lockout defenders consistently in

both the run and pass game.Meanwhile, his athleticism allows him to get out in space efficiently

when pulling. Playing as a smooth technician that’s always under control, he should become a

plug-and-play tackle as a top-10 pick in the NFLDraft.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Totino Grace High School in NorthOaks, Minnesota.

He had offers from Iowa,Minnesota and others but ended up committing to Notre Dame. As a

junior in high school, he played TE &DE. He had 17 receptions for 143 yards. In addition to

football, he also played basketball. Averaged 7.9 PPG in basketball his junior year. His father, John,

played offensive line at Iowa andwas a first round pick (21st overall) to the Kansas City Chiefs in

the 1984NFLDraft. His brother, Mark, played college hockey atMinnesota before being a 2nd

round pick to the Carolina Hurricanes in 2010.Made 33 consecutive starts at Notre Dame.



TE 1 | 5TH

BROCK BOWERS
TE | GEORGIA

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 243 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32 ¾”

Hand Size: 9 ¾”

STRENGTHS
● Versatile chess piece that can play anywhere on the field.
● Fluid route runner that runs with a good pace.
● Makes great adjustments on the football – makes some acrobatic catches in the open field.
● Has great run after-the-catch ability.
● Will win at all three levels of the field for an offense.

WEAKNESSES
● Good technique but needs to get stronger when playing in-line and run blocking.
● Could get covered up by bigger andmore physical defenders on contested catches.
● Had tightrope surgery on a high ankle sprain in 2023 –missed 4 games.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Bowers enters the NFL as the top tight end from this class. He’s a terrific pass-catcher that can
play just about anywhere on the field for an offense. Fluid as a route runner, he plays with a great
pace and is able to produce yards after-the-catch on a consistent basis. There was trust in the
Georgia offense to just throw the football his way and he’ll find a way to come downwith it and I
think the same thing could happen in the NFL. He’ll need to get stronger and obviously, he’ll need
to stay healthy but in a passing league, Bowers projects as a day one starter with the ability to
develop into one of the best players at his position in the next two or three years.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromNapaHigh School in Napa, California. He had offers
from schools such as LSU, Penn State and others but he committed to Georgia. In addition to
football, he also played basketball. His father,Warren, played center on the Utah State football
team. His mother, DeAnna, was an All-American softball player at Utah State. His sister, Brianna,
played softball at Sacramento State.



QB2 | 6TH

JAYDEN DANIELS
QB | LSU

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 210 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32 ½”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

STRENGTHS
● Tremendousmobility - can extend beyond the pocket with ease.

● Will be able to extend plays and create big plays when operating off-script.

● Ball jumps out of his handwith a flick of the wrist.

● Stands tall in the pocket and remains calm and patient on his reads – shows good

toughness in the pocket.

● Throws deepwith good touch and anticipation.

WEAKNESSES
● Thinner body frame brings up questions about durability.

● Forces some throws and ball placement suffers from it.

● Hesitation on throws to themiddle of the field forces bad passes.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Daniels enters the NFL as an experienced starter at the college level with 56 career starts. He’s
shown substantial growth as a player in the last two seasons and it feels like he could even get
better at the next level. His mobility will be a weapon for anOC and he should be able to extend
plays with his legs on a consistent basis. Standing tall in the pocket, he shows the desired
toughness to withstand pressure and contact despite his wiry frame. Outside of his mobility, his
consistency with his deep touch and anticipation is similar to what we saw fromC.J. Stroud last
year. The hope is that he can have that same type of impact for a team in year one in a vertical
passing attack out of shotgunwhile mixing in RPO’s and designedQB runs.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCajon High School in San Bernardino, CA.While he had
offers to schools such as UCLA, Alabama and others, he committed to Arizona State. In addition to
football, he also competed in track and field in high school. His PR for the 100-meter dash was
11.37 seconds. After 29 games with the SunDevils, he transferred to LSU, where he played 26
games for the Tigers.Won the Heisman Trophy in 2023 andwas the 2023 SECOffensive Player of
the Year. Transferred to LSU in 2022.Will be 24-years old in December.



QB3 | 7TH

DRAKEMAYE
QB | NORTHCAROLINA

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 227 lbs

Class: Sophomore (RS)

Arm Length: 32 ¼”

Hand Size: 9⅛”

STRENGTHS
● Throws from different arm angles.
● Has desired size andmobility from the position.
● Tough runner in the open field.
● Makes tough throws look easy when having to operate off-script.
● Fits a number of passes into tight windows consistently.
● Throwswith plenty of velocity and has the arm strength needed to push the ball downfield.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to remain patient in the pocket and let it develop.Will take it and run before going

through his reads and progressions.
● Will try to do toomuch by forcing bad throws into non-existent throwing windows.
● Could get quicker andmore efficient with the way he processes – can get stuck on initial

reads.

OVERALL PROJECTION
One of themost talented passers in the draft, Maye has the prototypical size and desiredmobility
for today’s game. Far from perfect, he’s got to improve on his post-snap reads and remain patient
within those reads. There’s many instances where he’ll evade the pocket before it develops.
However, he’s a tough runner and he shows that he can fit passes into tight windows consistently
due to his arm strength. That arm strength allows him tomake any throw on the field, evenwhen
he’s off-platform.Maye checks a lot of boxes for teams looking for a franchise quarterback.

PLAYER NOTES
Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromMyers Park in Charlotte, North Carolina. He had offers

to the top schools across the country such as Alabama,Michigan and Clemson.While he

committed to Alabama, he ended up flipping his commitment to North Carolina. In addition to

playing football in high school, he also played basketball. As a junior, he averaged 16.1 PPG and

11.3 RPG. He’s started 25 games over the last two seasons. His father, Mark, played football at

UNC from 1983 to 1988. He’s the youngest of four boys (all student-athletes at UNC) in the

family.Will be 22-years old on August 30th.



OT 2 | 8TH

TALIESE FUAGA
OT |OREGON STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’6”

Weight: 324 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33⅛”

Hand Size: 10⅛”

40-Yard Dash: 5.13 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.77 seconds

Vertical Jump: 32”

Broad Jump: 9’ 3”

STRENGTHS
● Fluid lower half with powerful hands that strike quickly.

● Nowastedmovement in pass protection.

● Physically displaces defenders in the run game.

● Has shown great play strength with desired length needed to drive and steer defenders.

● Quick feet that follow underneath him to help drive and climb in the run game.

● Pad level remains low on contact.

● No issues getting out in space when pulling.

WEAKNESSES
● Outside hand tends to hit the back of defenders.

● Opens hips against speed rushers in pass protection at times.

OVERALL PROJECTION
One of the easier evaluations in this draft is Fuaga fromOregon State. He springs into action with
quick feet and a physical demeanor that is rarely matched by the opposition. He’s got a flexible
lower half that helps him drop his pad level in both the run and pass game.While his hands do hit
wide, hemakes up for it with his play strength and ability to anchor. Best suited in a zone scheme,
he has the desired athletic ability needed to operate in space and to create rushing lanes at the
second level. Looking like a plug-and-play tackle, he should be able to step in and play immediately.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromMount TacomaHigh School in Tacoma,WA.While he
had offers to schools such as Oregon, USC and others, he committed toOregon State. He’s got 25
starts over the last two seasons. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



WR3 | 9TH

ROME ODUNZE
WR |WASHINGTON

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2⅞”

Weight: 212 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32 ¼”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 4.45 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.52 seconds

Vertical Jump: 39”

3-ConeDrill: 6.88 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Runs well for a player of his size.
● Plays with great physicality for the position.
● Superb body control and is able to adjust and compete on 50/50 throws.
● Fluidmover in space andwhen running routes.
● Praised for his leadership – was a team captain for the Huskies.
● Consistently catches away from his body.
● Finds the football and hauls it in through contact.

WEAKNESSES
● Not as sharp or crisp of a route runner as others.
● Average burst and explosiveness for the position.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Odunze is about as talented as they come for wide receivers entering the NFL. He’s got great size
to be an ‘X’ receiver but he’s athletic enough tomove around for an offense. Playing with great
physicality, he’s able to withstand contact and run through defenders. Consistently catching the
ball away from his frame, Odunze has been able to produce at a high-level for three straight
seasons. He’s got the athletic ability to run vertically but he should be a highly targeted
pass-catcher at all three levels of the field for an offense. Part of the next wave of talent at the
wide receiver position, there’s potential for him to be a number one receiver right away.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromBishop GormanHigh School in Las Vegas, Nevada. He
had offers to schools such as UCLA, Oklahoma and others but ended up committing to
Washington. In addition to football, he also was on the track and field team in high school. His PR
for the 100-meter dash was 10.67 seconds. Had a broken collarbone his sophomore year of high
school and it limited him to four games. Named the Gatorade Player of the Year for Nevada in
2019.Will be 22-years old in June.



OT 3 | 10TH

OLU FASHANU
OT | PENN STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’6”

Weight: 312 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 34”

Hand Size: 8 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 5.11 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.77 seconds

Vertical Jump: 32”

Broad: Jump: 9’1”

STRENGTHS
● Incredibly strong and powerful tackle that moves defenders with ease.
● Has a strong lower half and is able to anchor consistently.
● Length allows him to lockout and steer defenders.
● Strong hands allow him to clamp onto defenders.
● Athletic enough to combo block and climb to the second level to seal off defenders.
● Hasn’t given up a sack in his collegiate career.

WEAKNESSES
● Despite having great length, he doesn’t always lockout defenders consistently.
● Shows a tendency of leaning on defenders rather than driving them out of a gapwhen run

blocking.
● Lower half didn’t look as quick in 2023 compared to 2022.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Projected to be a left tackle in the NFL, Fashanu has the desired size and strength for the position.
He’s got good length and is strong enough to anchor against more powerful defenders. The
combination of length and grip strength will allow him to steer and displace defenders but he’ll
need to becomemore consistent when locking out defenders. Suffering an injury in 2022
appeared to have slowed Fashanu down some in this past season but the potential for him to be a
franchise left tackle is there. Defenders will struggle to go through him andwill have to find
creative ways to get around him at the next level.

PLAYER NOTES
Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromGonzaga High School inWashington, D.C.While he had
offers to schools such as Ohio State, Alabama and others, he committed to Penn State. In addition
to playing football in high school, he also played basketball. Started 20 games over the last two
seasons for Penn State. Suffered an undisclosed injury that limited him to 8 games in 2022. Has
been nominated to the Dean’s List twice in his college career.



EDGE 1 | 11TH

DALLAS TURNER
EDGE | ALABAMA

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 247 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 34⅜”

Hand Size: 9⅞”

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Vertical Jump: 40.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 7”

STRENGTHS
● Plays with active feet and active hands.
● Long arms really jump off the screen – uses long arms to create plenty of separation.
● Great closing speed to the backfield and quarterback.
● Disruptive against the runwith good speed off-the-edge and effort to close.
● Has shown that he can drop into coverage as a zone defender.

WEAKNESSES
● Will need to get stronger when taking on blocks and fighting pressure with pressure.
● Would like to see an established counter move(s) in his repertoire.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Turner is the best defensive prospect in the draft this year. He’s an active pass rusher due to his
speed and quick hands but he’s shown that he can be successful when bull-rushing. There’s enough
power and speed behind him to create enough havoc in the backfield. Best suited as a standup
pass-rusher, he’s able to help generate pressure, sniff out runs with good backside pursuit and he’s
shown that he can drop into the flats, when needed. He’ll be at his best in the NFLwhen he’s able
to pin his ears back, turn the corner and bend to the quarterback. Look for him to go early in the
first round.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from St. Thomas Aquinas High School in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. He had offers from every top school in the country such as Notre Dame, Clemson,
Michigan and others but he committed to Alabama. His position coach in high school was Jason
Taylor. In addition to football, he also played basketball in high school. His father, Deion, played
college basketball at Florida A&Mand spent 12 years playing professionally on the international
circuit. Turner had off-season surgery on an undisclosed injury prior to the 2023 season.



OT 4 | 12TH

J.C. LATHAM
OT | ALABAMA

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’6”

Weight: 342 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 35⅛”

Hand Size: 11”

STRENGTHS
● Elite grip strength – is able to clamp andmove defenders with ease due to hand strength.

● Has a strong lower half that helps him drive defenders in the run game.

● Timely punches that are powerful and able to knock defenders back.

● Flexible lower half and is able to transfer his weight from his post foot to his set foot.

● Plays with good patience and his hands are always ready to attack.

WEAKNESSES
● Foot speed could get tested against faster defenders.

● Leads with head down and gives up rushes inside when defenders cross his face .

● Doesn’t alway sustain his blocks in run game due to his base being toowide or by leading

with his head down.

OVERALL PROJECTION
There’s not manyOL that can put on 25 pounds (335 to 360) and still move the way that Latham
does. He’s a talentedOL that has the desired flexibility andmovement skills to play tackle in the
NFL. The power behind his hands helps him steer and drive defenders consistently in the run
game. In pass protection, he plays with good patience and he strikes defenders in a timely manner.
He couldmove to guard but his tape is translatable to being a successful right tackle for a team.
Much of that is due to his combination of size, strength and power at the position.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from the IMGAcademy in Bradenton, FL. Despite having
offers from schools such as Ohio State, LSU but he committed to Alabama. Prior to playing football
for IMG, he was at CatholicMemorial High School inWaukesha,Wisconsin. Lathamwaswearing
size 18 shoes in HS. Also played basketball andwas on the track team. Ran a 60-yard dash in 8.35
seconds and as a freshman, his PR in the shot put was 41’4.. High school teammates withMichigan
QB J.J. McCarthy. Played in 41 career games for the Crimson Tide and started 27 games over the
last two seasons.



EDGE 2 | 13TH

JARED VERSE
EDGE | FLORIDA STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 254 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33 ½”

Hand Size: 9⅞”

40-Yard Dash: 4.58 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.60 seconds

Vertical Jump: 35”

Broad Jump: 10’ 7”

STRENGTHS
● Has a great blend of power and speed for the position.
● Uses a long-armmove to generate pressure and disrupt plays in the backfield.
● Shows that he can rush from 2-point and 3-point stances consistently.
● Fluid lower half with the ability to bend and chase against the run.
● Explosive first step with quick hands from the start.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to improve form tackling – toomany times he slips off contact.
● Counter moves need development at the next level.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Better than given credit for, Verse has the tools to develop into one of the best defensive players in
this draft. He plays withmore power than speed but the blend of the two is a huge perk to his
game. He’s got good length for the position and is able to rush comfortably frommultiple
alignments. He’ll need to improve his formwhen tackling and I’d like for him to have an effective
go-to counter move but I think that can all improve at the next level. His speed-to-power will help
make an immediate impact but whichever team drafts him in the first round is getting a premier
edge rusher that’s just starting to scratch the surface.

PLAYER NOTES

Was lightly recruited coming out of Central Columbia High School in Bloomsburg, PA. Hewas
recruited to play tight end rather than defensive end. Played at Albany for 3 years prior to
transferring to Florida State.Was a TE that moved to DE and he added 40 pounds to his frame.
Transferred to FSU after the 2021 season and started 22 games for the Seminoles. In addition to
football, Verse also played basketball as a center andwas on the track and field team in high
school. His PR for the 100-meter dash was 11.34 seconds.



CB 1 | 14TH

TERRION ARNOLD
CB | ALABAMA

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 189 lbs

Class: Sophomore (RS)

Arm Length: 31⅝”

Hand Size: 8⅞”

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Vertical Jump: 37”

Broad Jump: 10’ 9”

STRENGTHS
● Physical defender that embraces contact from the opposition.
● Quick feet and fluid hips to open and runwith receivers.
● Good burst to close passing windows to receivers.
● Plays square on blockers andwill work outside-in to assist with run support.
● Always competitive at the catch point.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to get in better positioning while playing in zone or off-man coverage.
● Techniquewithin his lower body gets wild – leads to balance concerns.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Arnold enters the NFLwith the projection of being a number one cornerback. Defenses searching
for a corner that excels in man coverage will love the talent possessed by Arnold. He plays physical
and loves contact and competition from the opposition. His aggressiveness will get him trouble as
it appears to cause his technique to get wild or it’ll take him out of position. But his fluidity, effort
and ability to press and lockdown receivers is encouraging for his development in the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from John Paul II Catholic High School in Tallahassee,
Florida. He had offers from a plethora of top schools such as Florida, Georgia and others but he
committed to Alabama. In addition to football, he played basketball andwas on the track and field
team in high school. As a junior, he averaged 8.8 PPG and 4 RPG in basketball. His PR for the
200-meter dash was 23.92 seconds. Ran the 3-cone drill in 6.65 seconds at the Alabama Pro Day.



EDGE 3 | 15TH

LAIATU LATU
EDGE | UCLA

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’5”

Weight: 259 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32⅝”

Hand Size: 9⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.64 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.62 seconds

Vertical Jump: 32”

Broad Jump: 9’ 8”

STRENGTHS
● Effective club-swimmovewhen rushing the passer but has a repertoire of moves such as

cross-chop, spin andmore.
● Provides alignment versatility with pass-rush success anywhere on the defensive line.
● Good overall size and power to bull-rush the opposition.
● Works hands consistently and plays with good leverage against the run.

WEAKNESSES
● Backside pursuit on certain run plays could improve.
● Medical history is a concern with a neck injury that required surgery.
● Lower body stiffness and pad level remains high on certain reps against the run.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Latu is one of the best pure pass rushers in this year’s draft. He uses a plethora of moves to get to
the quarterback and he’s got the desired size, speed and length for the position. There are times
where he’ll get chest-to-chest with an offensive lineman or raise his pad level to find the ball
carrier in the run game. That will need to be improved but as a pass-rusher, he can certainly do that
from day one. His alignment versatility will get him on the field for a variety of defensive line
packages and he should find success wherever he’s aligned. If he can stay healthy, he could be the
best edge rusher to come from this class.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Jesuit High School in Carmichael, California. He had
offers from schools such as Notre Dame and Alabama but he ended up committing toWashington.
Played in 12 games for the Huskies before having tomedically retire due to neck injuries that
required surgery. Transferred to UCLA after gettingmedically cleared. Played in 25 games for the
Bruins. Competed in the 2024 Senior Bowl.



IDL 1 | 16TH

JER’ZHAN “JOHNNY” NEWTON
IDL | ILLINOIS

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 304 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32⅜”

Hand Size: 9 ½”

STRENGTHS
● Explosive first-step gives him a jump on the opposition.
● Provides alignment versatility with success playing inmultiple spots across the defensive

line.
● Great lateral quickness to stop and change direction.
● Displays a goodmotor to chase down running backs with backside pursuit.
● Has long enough arms to squeeze blocks down and clog rushing lanes.

WEAKNESSES
● Hands could become faster – gets caught staring into the backfield.
● Path to the backfield needs to become tighter.Will drift and it becomesmuch easier to seal

him off.
● At times, he will pop-up out of his stance and becomemuch easier to block.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Projected to play as a 3-technique in the NFL, I could see scenarios where Newton plays just about
everywhere on a defensive line. He’s got alignment versatility with an explosive first step to beat
anyone he’s matched up against. His lateral quickness to defeat interior lineman consistently could
createmismatches on just about every single snap . At the next level, he’ll need to get a touch
stronger against the run but that should comewith time. To start his career, he should be an impact
player right away as a pass rusher and it shouldn’t be a surprise if he develops into a three-down
player.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromClearwater Central Catholic High School in
Clearwater, Florida. He had offers to schools such as Iowa, Florida State and even committed to
Maryland but flipped his commitment to Illinois. In high school, he also played running back for the
football team. In addition to football, he was also on the basketball team. He has four brothers
(Jervon, Jerquan, Jerjuan and Jershaun). His brothers, Jervon and Jerquan, played football atWest
Florida. His brother, Jerjuan, plays receiver at Toledo. Cousin is ProWells and he played football at
TCU.Was a team captain in 2023.Will be 22-years old in August. Suffered a foot injury in 2023
that required surgery – played through the injury.



CB 2 | 17TH

QUINYONMITCHELL
CB | TOLEDO

ROUNDGRADE | 1ST ROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 195 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 4.33 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.51 seconds

Vertical Jump: 38”

Broad Jump: 10’ 2”

STRENGTHS
● Fluid athlete with some of the best click-close ability in the class.
● Baits quarterbacks into passing windows that don’t exist due to his ability to close on the

football.
● Competes at the catch point by playing through the hands of the receiver consistently.
● Remains square and under control in his backpedal.
● Incredible ball skills and production for the position.

WEAKNESSES
● Plays with some hesitation on vertical routes that get him in poor position to play the

receiver and/or the ball.
● Can get overly aggressive when trying to jump the route.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Mitchell may not have played against some of the juggernaut receivers that college football
presents but don’t question his ability. He can be a big time player for an NFL defense for the next
decade. Playing consistently with quick feet, he’s got the desired burst to click-and-close on
receivers on the snap of a finger. He competes at the catch point and his production should leave
teams no doubt with what type of player they can get on defense.Whether it be inman coverage
or in zone coverage (ex: Cover 3), he should have little issue transitioning to the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromWilliston High School inWilliston, Florida. He had
offers from schools such as Florida Atlantic, Illinois and others but ended up committing to Toledo.
In addition to football, he also was on the track and field team. His PR for the 100-meter dash was
10.86 seconds. He also was on the basketball team his junior year and in 22 games, he averaged
5.0 PPG. Finished his collegiate career as Toledo’s all-time leader in career with 46 pass breakups.
Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



IDL 2 | 18TH

BYRONMURPHY
IDL | TEXAS

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 1ST ROUND - EARLY 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0 ½”

Weight: 297 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32⅜”

Hand Size: 10 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 4.87 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.69 seconds

Vertical Jump: 33”

Broad Jump: 9’ 3”

STRENGTHS
● Plays with quick hands and a fluid lower half.
● Displays great lateral quickness and is able tomaneuver around defenders with ease.
● Explodes off the ball with low pad level.
● Executes a clean swimmove to clear guards and centers.
● Versatile enough to play anywhere between the tackles and even played out of the

backfield for the offense in the red-zone.

WEAKNESSES
● Smaller frame could create issues against double teams.
● Will get turnedwhen he stops his feet on contact.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Murphy is an explosive athlete that has improved every season for the Longhorns and it feels like
his best days are ahead of him. He’s an explosive athlete with a fluid lower half and is able to
penetrate gaps or beat interior offensive lineman in one-on-one situations. His power is surprising
and he shows great effort on double teams but it still can be problematic for him. His athleticism
gives defenses positional versatility from a 4i-technique to a nose tackle. Overall, he should easily
find himself in rotation early in his career before earning himself a spot on top of a depth chart as a
teams top defensive tackle.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromDeSoto High School in DeSoto, Texas. He had offers
fromGeorgia, Texas Tech and other schools but ended up committing to Baylor before flipping to
Texas. Played in 39 games with 16 starts.Was named the 2023 Big 12Defensive Lineman of the
Year.



OT 5 | 19TH

TROY FAUTANU
OT |WASHINGTON

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 1ST ROUND - EARLY 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 317 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 34 ½”

Hand Size: 9 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 5.01 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.71 seconds

Vertical Jump: 32.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 5”

STRENGTHS
● Operates with quick feet and quick hands.

● Shows good flexibility in his lower half to bring pad level down in pass protection.

● Flexible lower half allows clean weight transfers from post foot to set foot – helps with

handling perimeter blitzes and line stunts.

● Plays aggressive and looks to finish blocks with a snatch-trap technique.

● Explosive athlete that gets out in space with a vengeance andwill throw his body around.

WEAKNESSES
● Overly aggressive play leads tomisplaced hand strikes and balance issues.

● Smaller frame could lead to issues against longer andmore powerful edge rushers.

OVERALL PROJECTION
In the 2024NFLDraft, Fautanu enters as one of themore fluid and explosive offensive lineman.
He plays with quick feet and quick hands and it should lead to coaches trusting his ability to play
tackle. He’s a flexible and fluid athlete and consistently able to get out in space when pulling.
Efficient in a zone-scheme, he displays the quickness needed to reach and get to the second level.
There will be questions regarding his length and his anchor will get tested against more powerful
defenders. But he does finish blocks in pass protection and he’s shown the lower bodymovement
needed to handle line stunts and blitzes. Teams couldmove him inside to play guard but it wouldn’t
be surprising if he found a spot at left tackle for whichever team drafts him.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Liberty High School in Henderson, Nevada.While he
had offers to USC, Notre Dame and others, he committed toWashington. In addition to playing
football in high school, Fautanuwas a good volleyball player. His junior season, he had a serve% of
86.7, kill % of 56.4 and he had 65 total blocks. Prior to playing offensive line, he was a fullback. He
competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



CB 3 | 20TH

NATEWIGGINS
CB | CLEMSON

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1”

Weight: 173 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 30 ½”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 4.28 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.59 seconds

Vertical Jump: 36”

Broad Jump: 10’ 7”

STRENGTHS
● Plays with quick fleet and has the desired fluidity to open his hips and run vertically.
● Uses his long arms to break up passes at the catch-point.
● Has the long speed to run in-stride with receivers and to recover in press-man.
● Shows great effort with backside pursuit.

WEAKNESSES
● Not consistent against the run – poor pad level.
● Play strength could get tested due to his thin frame.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Wiggins is a long-limbed defender that has the speed and fluidity to run consistently with
receivers. Best suited to play press-man, he has experience playing off-man and zone coverage.
However, he tends to give up toomuch cushion when playing in off-man and is at his best when
playing press-man.While he plays with good physicality, he will need to get stronger and his
thinner framewill get tested against the players he’ll see in the NFL. Teamswill value his speed,
effort and playmaking ability and it should help him develop into a number one cornerback.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromWestlake High School in Atlanta, Georgia. He had
offers from top schools such as Alabama, Florida and others but he ended up committing to
Clemson after flipping his commitment from LSU. In addition to football, he also played basketball
in high school.Went to the same high school as A.J. Terrell. Will be 21-years old in August of his
rookie season. Played in 34 games with 18 career starts at Clemson. Suffered a hip flexor injury
running at the Combine.



IOL 1 | 21ST

GRAHAM BARTON
IOL | DUKE

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’5”

Weight: 313 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32⅞”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash:

10-Yard Split:

Vertical Jump:

Broad Jump:

STRENGTHS
● Will look to finish his blocks in the run game.
● Plays under control with clean feet and base.
● Great lateral quickness to get out in space and pull.
● Able to sit in pass protection and anchor against the rush.
● Versatile and athletic enough to play anywhere on the offensive line.

WEAKNESSES
● Long armed defenders could cause issues for himwith resetting his hands.
● Hands could become faster when hitting a defender's chest plate. .

OVERALL PROJECTION
Barton is slated to be a plug-and-play starter in the NFL due to his technique and athletic ability.
He displays great lateral quickness and shows little issues climbing to the second level or pulling.
There’s a good chance that he slides inside to guard or center in the NFL due to his arm length
preventing him from resetting his hands on a consistent basis. That said, his footwork is clean in
pass protection and he’s able to anchor against stronger defenders. Offensive coordinators will
look to run behind him as he’s a strong finisher in the run game.With NFL coaching, there’s Pro
Bowl potential with Barton and I’d expect for him to be a long-time starter in the league.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromRavenwoodHigh School in Brentwood, Tennessee.
While he had offers fromMichigan State and Boston College, he committed to Duke. In addition to
football, he also played lacrosse. He started 5 games as a true freshman at center. Has started 34
straight games at left tackle beforemissing four games to end 2023with an injury. Accepted an
invite to the 2024 Senior Bowl but couldn’t play due to injury.



WR4 | 22ND

ADONAI MITCHELL
WR | TEXAS

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’ 2 ¼”

Weight: 205 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32⅜”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 4.34 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.52 seconds

Vertical Jump: 39 ½”

Broad Jump: 11’ 4”

STRENGTHS
● Makes great adjustments on the football when it’s in the air.
● Excels in the red-zone on 50/50 balls.
● Runs routes at a great pace.
● Moves well laterally for a player of his size.
● Whenever a big catch was needed, he was the guy.
● Has the ability to play inside and outside.
● Does a good job tracking the football.
● Shows good concentration along the sideline and in the corner of the end-zone.

WEAKNESSES
● Physical defenders can give him fits in press-man situations.
● There are times that he looks like he’s going through themotions.
● Needs to becomemore consistent as a run blocker – especially when aligned in condensed

formations.

OVERALL PROJECTION
I’m so intrigued by the flashes of brilliance and inconsistencies in the game of AdonaiMitchell. He’s
got the tools to be a true number one receiver due to his adjustments on the football and the
pacing and fluidity of his routes. However, there are times that he struggles with press and some of
his routes don’t look nearly as goodwhen he’s not getting the football. With that, his size and
speedwill present challenges to defenders.Whoever ends up draftingMitchell will be able to play
him inside and outside of the formations but they’ll consistently need to keep him involved for
those flashes of brilliance to set an offense on fire.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCane Ridge High School in Antioch, Tennessee. He had
offers from schools around the country and originally committed toOleMiss. However, he flipped
his commitment to Georgia. After two seasons with the Bulldogs, he transferred to Texas. Played
21 games with 15 starts for Georgia and played in 14 games with 13 starts for Texas. In addition to
football, he also competed in track and field in high school.



CB 4 | 23RD

KAMARI LASSITER
CB | GEORGIA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’11 ½”

Weight: 186 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 30⅞”

Hand Size: 8⅞”

3-ConeDrill: 6.62 seconds

20-Yard Shuttle: 4.12 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Physical defender that loves to initiate contact.

● Shows good press-man ability.

● Has experience in bothman and zone coverage.

● Reacts and closes quickly on the ball.

● Good overall tackler that triggers downhill with a vengeance.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to get head around sooner when playing the ball in the air.

● Will get too physical/grabby in coverage.

● Can get beat on doublemoves once he commits to flipping hips in one direction.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Entering the NFL at only the age of 21, Lassiter shows plenty of potential to turn into a top
cornerback for a defense. He’s a physical defender that attacks the opposition every chance he
gets. In coverage, he’s shown consistency inman coverage but he also looks comfortable in zone
coverage with Cover-3 responsibilities. He’ll need to get his head around sooner in-coverage and
that’ll improve his production on the ball. Overall, there’s much to be desired with the physical and
athletic profile to be encouraged by Lassiter becoming a productive player in the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromAmerican Christian High School in Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. Despite offers to schools such as Oklahoma, Alabama and others, he committed to
Georgia. In addition to football, he ran track in high school – PR in the 100m dashwas 12.01
seconds. He also played baseball and basketball. Only 21-years old. Has 29 career starts for the
Georgia defense.



WR6 | 24TH

BRIAN THOMAS JR
WR | LSU

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 209 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32 ¾”

Hand Size: 9 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.33 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.5 seconds

Vertical Jump: 38 ½”

Broad: Jump: 10’ 6”

STRENGTHS
● Long strided athlete that explodes upfield once the ball is snapped.
● Slot fade king.
● Has great tracking ability deep down the field.
● Makes good adjustments on the football.
● Threatens defense vertically from inside and outside alignments.

WEAKNESSES
● Lower body needs to get stronger to withstand the contact he will see in the NFL.
● Not as physical as you’d like for a player of his size.
● Concentration drops occur on tape.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Brian Thomas Jr is a long and athletic receiver that uses his speed and length to create separation
consistently. He’s able to sink his hips and get in and out of his routes efficiently. More of a vertical
threat due to his ability to track the football, he could take the top off a defense with the tracking
ability and deep speed he possesses. It’s encouraging to see how fast he accelerates upfield once
the ball snaps but he’ll need to improve on the physicality he’ll face in the NFL. The positional
versatility he provides should get him on the field early in his career, especially out of the slot.
Overall, Thomas Jr., has the tools needed to be a number one receiver for an offense.With some
polishing, he should be able to take the next step in his career.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromWalker High School inWalker, Louisiana. Talented
basketball player that had offers to Florida, Texas A&Mand others after scoring over 1,000 points
in his basketball career. However, after receiving offers from Florida, Alabama and other top
schools for football, he ended up committing to LSU for football. In addition to football and
basketball, he also ran track in high school. His PR for the 100-meter dash was 11.23 seconds.
Didn’t start playing football until he was a sophomore in high school. In his first game, he caught
four passes for 278 yards and three touchdowns. Athletic profile is oddly similar to Darrius
Heyward-Bey.



CB 5 | 25TH

KOOL-AIDMCKINSTRY
CB | ALABAMA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’11 ½”

Weight: 199 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32”

Hand Size: 8 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 4.47 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Good press-man ability with timely punches and aggressiveness to redirect receivers.
● Attacks downhill and plays quickly on the perimeter against the run (i.e. vs. Tennessee).
● Displays good overall burst to close quickly on the football.
● Uses arm length to jam receivers and to disrupt passes at the catch point.
● Experienced on the perimeter in bothman and zone coverage.

WEAKNESSES
● Doesn’t always locate the football properly when it’s in the air.
● Pad level rises in his backpedal andwhen taking on blocks.
● Long speed could get tested when playing press.

OVERALL PROJECTION
McKinstry has been a highly touted prospect since hewas being recruited by Alabama and other
top teams in the country. Best suited as a press-man corner, he does have experience and the
knowledge to play between zone andman coverage. His arm length jumps off the screen and it
helps him jam receivers at the line-of-scrimmage and it gives him an advantage at the catch point.
Athletic enough to play anywhere, he seems destined to play outside for a defense. There are
times where it feels like he’s content with just going through themotions but if a team can tap into
his ability, he has all of the tools to be a number one cornerback for a defense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Pinson Valley High School in Pinson, Alabama. He had
offers from all of the top schools such as Ohio State, Clemson and others but he committed to
Alabama. In addition to football, he also played basketball in high school. Averaged 15.0 PPG and 5
RPG as a junior. Has a Jones fracture in a toe in his foot. First name is Ga’Quincy and hewill be
22-years old in September.



IOL 2 | 26TH

JACKSON POWERS-JOHNSON
IOL | OREGON

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 328 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32 ¼”

Hand Size: 9⅞”

Bench Press: 30 reps

Vertical Jump: 32”

Broad Jump: 8’ 8”

STRENGTHS
● Plays stout against powerful defenders in the run game.
● Operates efficiently in space and plays with little hesitation in trying to hit someone.
● Strong hands – locks on defenders and steers them and drives them clear.
● Shows that he can excel on combo blocks or when climbing up to the second level.
● Walls off defenders and creates rushing lanes behind him.
● Versatile enough to play center or either guard spot.

WEAKNESSES
● Will pop straight up out of his stance.
● Plays with a forward lean – could lead to foot speed issues against faster defenders.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Powers-Johnson a.k.a. JPJ is a stronger interior lineman that is athletic enough to play at guard or
center for an offense. His ability to pull and get in space is impressive due to his quickness and
aggressive demeanor.Whether it be in gap or zone blocking schemes, JPJ excels in all areas of the
field with his grip strength and ability to finish. His pad level will present challenges but the
strength in his lower body helps him anchor and overcomemost of those challenges. Projected to
be a first round pick, it’s hard to picture a scenario where he’s not starting in year one for an NFL
offense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCorner CanyonHigh School in Draper, Utah. He had
offers to schools such asMissouri, Nebraska and others but he committed soon after he visited
Oregon. In addition to football, he also played baseball andwas on the wrestling team. Played in 36
games in his college career with 13 starts at center.Won the 2023 Rimington Trophy as the top
center in college football. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



QB4 | 27TH

J.J. MCCARTHY
QB |MICHIGAN

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES

Height: 6’2 ½”

Weight: 219 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 31⅝”

Hand Size: 9”

3-ConeDrill: 6.82 seconds

20-Yard Shuttle: 4.23 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Tough quarterback that stands in the pocket despite facing pressure.
● Goodmobility to create and extend plays.
● Does a nice job off RPOs – can hold it long enough to freeze or redirect defenders.
● Displays NFL-caliber throws by fitting passes into tight windows.
● Played in a pro-style offense atMichigan – should ease transition into the NFL.
● Takes what defenses give him – has no issues throwing quick and short passes.

WEAKNESSES
● Gets stuck on initial reads – especially when throwing to his left.
● Arm strength is questionable on deeper throws.
● Ball placement gets sporadic on throws to his left or throws that are dependant on timing

OVERALL PROJECTION
Teams looking for an efficient passer that gets better once he gets into rhythm, they should look no
further than right here. Viewed asmore of a gamemanager than a game changer, McCarthy is a
talented passer that is tough as nails and has the desiredmobility to create plays outside of the
pocket. His tape doesn’t feature elite arm strength being put on display constantly but he does a
nice job fitting passes into tight windows.WithMcCarthy playing in a pro-style offense that
featured him throwing off play-action and under center, his transition to learn and run anNFL
offense should be easier. Especially once he gets his timing down on out and corner routes. There’s
potential forMcCarthy to become a quality starter as an NFL quarterback.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) out of the IMGAcademy. Despite having offers to schools
such asMiami (FL), Texas A&Mand others, he committed toMichigan. One of his reasons was
because RyanDay said, “Ohio State wouldn’t add any other QB” and they ended up signing
another QB. Grew up a fan of Ohio State. Prior to football, he played ice hockey. Started 28 games
forMichigan and finishedwith a 27-1 record andwon aNational Championship.



OT 6 | 28TH

TYLER GUYTON
OT |OKLAHOMA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’8”

Weight: 322 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 34⅛”

Hand Size: 10 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 5.19 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.76 seconds

Vertical Jump: 34.5”

Broad Jump: 8’ 11”

STRENGTHS
● First step quickness is impressive for a player of his size.
● Plays with a flexible lower half and is able to step down or get in space with quick feet.
● Great length for the position – can lockout pass rushers with ease.
● Shows goodweight transfer from his post foot to set foot with line stunts and blitzes.

WEAKNESSES
● Pad level needs work due to his height – tends to play too high, especially the run game.
● Core strength could improve to help him anchor faster andmore consistently in pass

protection.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Guytonmay bemore of a developmental prospect today but the tools are there for him to become
a starting left or right tackle. He always seems to be under control and he plays with great patience
when pass blocking. In the NFL, he’ll need to get stronger and his pad level could use improvement
but the quickness, lower body flexibility and ability to reset his hands are all encouraging. There’s
potential for him to be a day one pick and he could start right out of the gate for a team in need of a
right tackle,

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromManor High School inManor, Texas. In addition to
football, he also played basketball in high school. He committed to TCU and spent two seasons
with the Horned Frogs before transferring toOklahoma. At TCU, he split time between offensive
tackle andH-back. Became a starter at right tackle for the Sooners in 2023. Suffered a concussion
in 2023 that limited him to 9 starts. Has 14 career starts between left and right tackle. Competed
at the 2024 Senior Bowl.Will turn 22-years old in June.



WR6 | 29TH

KEON COLEMAN
WR | FLORIDA STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3 ¼”

Weight: 213 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32⅛”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 4.61 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Vertical Jump: 38”

Broad Jump: 10’ 7”

STRENGTHS
● Makes great adjustments on the football when it’s in the air.
● Has the desired ball skills to track and high-point the football – especially on 50/50 balls.
● Tracks the ball well and is able to go get it deep down the field.
● Works through contact off press and is able to withstand contact at the catch point.
● Usedmore frequently in the short areas of the field in 2023 –will be able to run

after-the-catch.

WEAKNESSES
● Doesn’t always throttle down to break on his routes – leads to the routes being rounded.
● More play speed than track speed in his game. Isn’t going to create a ton of separation with

that speed.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Coleman enters the NFL as an experienced starter in two different programs. He’s built like a true
‘X’ receiver that can go up and get the football. Making great adjustments on the football, he can
go up and get the football. Able to withstand contact after-the-catch and on contested catches,
he’s proven that you just need to get the football in his hands.When you do, good things tend to
happen. Between his footwork and some stiffness in his hips, the routes run by him aren’t as crisp
as others but he could still findwork in themiddle of the field. Best suited to handle defenders in
1-on-1 situations, teamswill draft Coleman to do just that. More play speed than track speed,
there’s potential for Coleman to blossom into a borderlineWR1 for an offense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromOpelousas Catholic School in Opelousas, LA. He had
offers for multiple sports frommultiple schools such as Auburn, Georgia, USC and others.
Originally, he committed to Kansas but flipped his commitment toMichigan State. In addition to
football, he was also on the track and field team and played basketball in high school. He averaged
26 PPG as a junior and his PR for the 100-meter dash was 11.76 seconds. He spent two seasons
with the Spartans and played in 22 career games with 12 starts. He also played in six games for the
Spartans basketball team. After the 2022 season, he transferred to Florida State.



LB 1 | 30TH

EDGERRIN COOPER
LB | TEXASA&M

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 230 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 34”

Hand Size: 9 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54

Vertical Jump: 34.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 10”

STRENGTHS
● Will provide pass-rush ability due to his effectiveness when blitzing.
● Alignment versatility at the next level due to how he can produce bymoving anywhere in

the box.
● Great motor on every single snap – displays great speed in pursuit.
● Sifts through traffic and has a flexible lower half to change direction with ease.
● His game vs. Alabamawas the best tape of any LB in the class.
● Shows good fluidity and knowledge of where to be in his coverage drops.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to stay under control with his run fits.
● Plays high and exposes his chest to the opposition when finding the football.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Cooper is a high-level linebacker with the ability to start right away.Much of this is due to his
relentless motor and ability to blitz and rush the passer. He’s fluid in space and shows a flexible
lower half to redirect his body towards the football. There’s some hesitation with his coverage
drops but he knowswhere to be and just has a knack for being by the ball. He’ll need to work on his
pad level and stay under control more in the box but there’s much to be desired with his skill-set
and ability tomake an immediate impact for a defense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCovington High School in Covington, LA. He had a
plethora of offers from schools such as LSU,Miami (FL) and hewas even committed toOklahoma
before flipping to Texas A&M. Played linebacker and running back in high school. Made 21 starts
for the Aggies over the last 3 seasons.



WR7 | 31ST

XAVIERWORTHY
WR | TEXAS

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’ 11 ¼”

Weight: 165 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 31⅛”

Hand Size: 8 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.21 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.49 seconds

Vertical Jump: 41”

Broad Jump: 10’ 11”

STRENGTHS
● True speedster that has the ability to fly past defenders vertically.
● Plays much bigger andmore physical for a player of his size.
● Works back to the quarterback consistently.
● Explosive after-the-catch and could be dynamite in the short areas of the field.
● Attacks the football when it’s in the air – will look to highpoint the ball.
● Able to throttle down and run routes with conviction.
● Has the tracking ability needed to come downwith passes deep downfield.

WEAKNESSES
● Thinner frame is concerning for the contact he will face in the NFL.
● Suffered injuries in consecutive seasons (broken hand and ankle sprain required walking

boot).
● Can get displaced off his routes due to contact.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Teamswill hesitate onwhere they value XavierWorthy due to his thin frame but certain teams are
going to fall in love with him due to his speed. He’s a track star that canwin at all three levels of the
field. Much of this is due to how he tracks the ball deep down the field and his explosiveness and
elusiveness in the short areas. Timewill tell how he deals with contact from defenders in the NFL
but he’s shown on tape that he will throw his body around and put it all on the line. There’s
potential forWorthy to be a number one receiver in the NFL but he seems destined tomove into
the slot where he can be paired with another weapon to take some of the pressure off him to start
his career.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCentral East High School in Fresno, California. He had
offers to schools such as Alabama, Texas A&Mand others and he originally committed toMichigan.
However, he flipped that commitment to Texas. Also competed in track and field and his PR in the
100-meter dash was 10.55 seconds. Set the NFL Scouting Combine record for fastest 40-yard
dash in history at 4.21 seconds. Hewill turn 21-years old on the final day of the 2024NFLDraft.



WR8 | 32ND

LADDMCCONKEY
WR |GEORGIA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’11⅝”

Weight: 186 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 30 ¼”

Hand Size: 8⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.39 seconds

Bench Press: 13 reps

Vertical Jump: 36”

Broad Jump: 10’ 4”

STRENGTHS
● Gifted route runner that’s as fluid as any receiver in the class this year.
● Dangerous release package that he can use to win anyway possible.
● Runs routes with a great pace and is able to win at all three levels of the field.
● Has the speed to threaten defenses vertically and run after-the-catch.
● Catches the ball consistently away from his body.

WEAKNESSES
● Battled through back and ankle injuries in 2023 –worthmonitoring down the road.
● Will need to get stronger against press-man corners.
● Could bemoved to a slot-only role in the NFL.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Appearing to be a plug-and-play starter for an NFL team,McConkey is one of themost fluid route
runners in the draft. He’s got a dominant release package that can put defenders in a blender. His
releases cause defenders tomisstep and it gives him the separation needed to get open
consistently and create passing windows for quarterbacks. His speedwill threaten defenses
vertically but it’ll also provide an offense some yards after-the-catch. His size will get questioned
when facedwithmore physical defenders but on tape,McConkey looks like an immediate starter
with early day two potential of being drafted.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromNorthMurray High School in Chatsworth, Georgia. As
a recruit, he had offers to schools such as Vanderbilt, Army and others but chose Georgia. In
addition to football, he also played varsity basketball as a point guard andwas on the track and
field team. Ran the 100-meter dash in 10.85 seconds. Played some quarterback in high school.Was
going to commit to University of Tennessee at Chattanooga but jumped on the offer fromGeorgia.
Won twoNational Championships with Georgia. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



OT 7 | 33RD

AMARIUS MIMS
OT | GEORGIA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’8”

Weight: 340 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 36⅛”

Hand Size: 11 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 5.07 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.78 seconds

Vertical Jump: 25.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 3”

STRENGTHS
● Very athletic for a player of his size – shows that he can pull and get out in space.
● Willing run blocker that drives defenders clear and creates rushing lanes.
● Flexible lower half and is able to transfer his weight efficiently from his post foot to his set

foot.
● Hands are strong and allows him to steer and redirect defenders.

WEAKNESSES
● Needsmore refinement due to limited experience – only 8 starts at Georgia.
● Bounces off defenders at the second level.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Mims enters the NFLwith all of the tools to be developed into a top offensive tackle for an offense.
He’s got great length and athleticism for the position. Meanwhile, he’s strong and able to steer
defenders consistently due to his grip strength and power in the run game. There are times that his
pad level and footwork become inconsistent when pass blocking but withmore experience, that
could get developed. Ultimately, Mims is best suited to play right tackle for an offense with the
potential to develop into a starter.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromBleckley County High School in Cochran, Georgia. He
had offers from every top school in the country such as Oklahoma, Clemson and others but he
committed to Georgia. In addition to football, he also played basketball in high school. Entered the
transfer portal after his freshman season but ended up staying at Georgia. Last season, he suffered
an ankle injury in week 3 and he needed tightrope surgery on that ankle. He returned in week 11
against OleMiss.Will be 22-years old in October.



EDGE 5 | 34TH

DARIUS ROBINSON
EDGE |MISSOURI

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’5”

Weight: 285 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 34 ½”

Hand Size: 10⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.95 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.73 seconds

Vertical Jump: 35”

Broad Jump: 9’ 3”

STRENGTHS
● Tremendous length for the position with amuscular frame.
● Will provide alignment versatility as he’s found success in multiple spots.
● Able to turn speed-to-power off-the-edge.
● Plays physically between the tackles and is able to withstand contact consistently.
● More of a power rusher but plays with good pad level and has an effective long-arm.

WEAKNESSES
● Speed and change of direction could get tested at the next level.
● Needs to develop some type of counter move(s) to his pass-rush plan.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Robinsonwas a hidden gem in a 3-3-5 stack defense that really limited what he could do as a
pass-rusher. That said, he’s got the tools needed to become a consistent threat against the run and
pass in the NFL. Playing withmore power than speed, he’s effective when bull-rushing but he’s
able to turn some speed-to-power and he’s able to win with his length consistently. He lacks
fluidity and quickness within his lower half and he’ll need to develop a counter move in his
pass-rush plan. As a day 2 pick, he should be a plug-and-play starter for a defense that values
defensive ends that can align as a 4i and 5-technique in the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCantonHigh School in Canton,Michigan. He had offers
from schools such asMichigan State, Colorado, Virginia Tech and others but ended up committing
toMissouri. In addition to football, he also played basketball as a forward. Played in over 40 games
for theMissouri Tigers. Has battled through some lower body injuries in his career such as calf and
ankle injuries. Grew up aDetroit Lions fan. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



CB 6 | 35TH

COOPER DEJEAN
CB | IOWA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0 ½”

Weight: 203 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 31⅛”

Hand Size: 9⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.44 seconds

Vertical Jump: 38 ½”

Broad Jump: 10’ 4”

STRENGTHS
● Great athlete that can change direction laterally and run vertically.
● Has experience playing safety and cornerback.
● Moved around the Iowa defense andwas used out of the slot to blitz.
● Provides special teams ability as a returner and gunner.
● Experienced in bothman and zone coverage.

WEAKNESSES
● Pad level rises when he’s trying to flip his hips.
● Looks stiff when opening his hips at times – pad level remains high when transitioning.

OVERALL PROJECTION
DeJean is a well-built defensive back that has the physicality and athleticism needed to play
anywhere in the defensive backfield. He’s experienced at both safety and cornerback but I could
see a team try him on the perimeter before placing him over the top of the defense.With his
special teams ability, he should carve out a role immediately on a special teams unit. Best suited to
play in zone coverage while in cover 3 or quarters coverage, he can also play in man coverage.
There’s potential for DeJean to be a versatile chess piece with an NFL defense that trusts tomove
him around.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromBattle Creek-Ida Grove High School in Ida Grove, Iowa.
He had offers to schools such as North Dakota State, Illinois State and others but committed to
Iowa once they showed interest. Also played basketball, baseball and ran track in high school. He
was an All-Iowa selection in football, basketball and track and field in 2020.Was Iowa’s Gatorade
Player of the Year for the 2020 football season. Averaged 25.9 PPG, 7.8 RPG and 7.1 APG in
basketball. Suffered a fractured fibula that required surgery in November of 2023.



QB5 | 36TH

MICHAEL PENIX JR
QB |WASHINGTON

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 216 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33⅝”

Hand Size: 10 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 4.58 seconds

Vertical Jump: 36 ½”

STRENGTHS
● Ball jumps out of his handwith a simple flick of the wrist.
● Throwswith great velocity – helps fit passes through tight coverage.
● Has themobility needed to escape pressure, sacks and extend plays beyond the pocket.
● Experienced player with 43 career starts at Indiana andWashington.
● Ball placement isn’t an issue when pushing the ball downfield.

WEAKNESSES
● Injury history is long and littered with longevity concerns.
● Needs to throwwithmore touch – a lot of fastballs thrown on tape.
● Majority of his throws are outside the numbers.
● Will be 24-years old as a rookie.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Despite being an older prospect for the position, Michael Penix Jr., is a smart and tough player with
the desired arm strength to succeed in the NFL. Best suited for a spread offense, he’s able to
complete passes at all three levels of the field. He’ll need to throwwithmore touch and become
more efficient when reading themiddle of the field. Teamswill value his experience, his mobility
and ability to fit passes into tight windows.While he can operate off-script, he has shown that he
will struggle when facedwith constant pressure (i.e. Michigan). Medical checks will be important
for teams but there’s potential for Penix to start in the NFLwithin the next year.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Tampa Bay TechHigh School in Tampa, Florida. During
his recruitment process, he had offers to schools such as Florida State, Oregon and others but he
ended up committing to Tennessee. Months later, he ended up flipping his commitment to Indiana.
In addition to playing football in high school, he also played basketball, baseball and ran track. In
basketball, he averaged 10.7 PPG and 11.7 RPG as a Junior. His PR in the 200-meter dash was
22.89 seconds. After 20 games played in four seasons (12-5 record) with the Hoosiers, he
transferred toWashington. During his two seasons with the Huskies, he went 25-3 with over
9,500 passing yards.WonMaxwell Award in 2023. Competed in the 2024 Senior Bowl.



EDGE 5 | 37TH

CHOP ROBINSON
EDGE | PENN STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 254 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32 ½”

Hand Size: 9⅛”

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Vertical Jump: 34.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 8”

STRENGTHS
● Violent disruptor that gets upfield in a hurry due to his explosive first step.

● Effective rip move that looks to hit consistently.

● Has been able to drop into coverage as a hook-curl defender.

● Displays a goodmotor against the run.

● Shows the desired flexibility needed to lower pad level and change direction.

● Versatile with the ability to align anywhere along the defensive line.

WEAKNESSES
● Turns his shoulders against the run too often – Rarely fights pressure against pressure

against the run –will get washed easily.

● Struggles to get home on his pass-rush.

● Needs to add some type of counter move(s) to his pass-rush.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Theremight not be amore intriguing prospect in this year’s draft than Robinson. He has the tools

and athleticism needed to be an effective player for a defense. Much of that will be determined on

if he can get home against the pass more consistently and if he can get stronger against the run.

He’s shown the ability to drop into coverage as a hook-curl defender but teams that draft him

should intend on using him predominantly as a pass-rusher. His alignment versatility will be an

asset for an NFL defense as he’s able to align from a zero to a wide-9 technique. Robinson is a

player that needs polishing but he appears best suited to play as stand-up edge rusher in the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromQuinceOrchard High School in Gaithersburg,

Maryland. Originally committed toMaryland and played in 13 games with one start. Transferred to

Penn State and played in 22 games for the Nittany Lions. Full name is Demeioun Robinson and has

seven siblings.



IOL 3 | 38TH

ZACH FRAZIER
IOL |WESTVIRGINIA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 313 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32 ¼”

Hand Size: 10⅞”

Bench Press: 30 reps

STRENGTHS
● Plays with plenty of power and it helps him drive defenders into the ground.

● Keeps head on a swivel and eyes upwith handling line stunts and blitzes.

● Shows good consistency with anchoring and is able to roll his hips.

● Grip strength allows him to steer and drive defenders.

● Plays square to defenders in pass protection and plays with low pad level.

WEAKNESSES
● Lower body can become lethargic as games go on – hurts his game laterally.

● Hand speed could be faster off the snap.

● Arm length could present challenges against defenders with longer arms.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Transitioning to the NFL, it’s easy to see why Frazier could get labeled as a plug-and-play offensive

lineman. He’s got a thick lower half that helps him remain stout against the run and anchor

consistently at the point-of-attack. Playing square and technically sound on a consistent basis, he

looks to roll his hips andmove defenders every chance he gets. In the run game, he finishes blocks

and is able to drive defenders into the ground. Theway he plays with leverage and battles on the

interior is credited to his wrestling background. Best suited for a gap scheme, teams could still use

him to reach blocks in a zone scheme due to his overall athletic ability.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Fairmont High School in Fairmont,WV. He had offers

to schools such as Stanford, Louisville and others but he committed toWest Virginia. His father,

Ray, played college football at Fairmont State. In addition to football, he was a standout wrestler

that finished his career with a record of 159-2 and hewon four state championships. He also

competed in track and field as a thrower in discus and shot put. His PR in the shot put was 42’ 1.5”

and 134’ 4” for the discus. Finished his college career with 47 games played for theMountaineers

with 37 straight starts at center. Started 9 games in 2020 at left guard.



EDGE 6 | 39TH

CHRIS BRASWELL
EDGE | ALABAMA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 251 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33 ¼”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 4.60 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.59 seconds

Vertical Jump: 33.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 7”

STRENGTHS
● Loves to use speed-to-power when rushing the passer or disrupting the run.
● Counters with quick hands andmoves such as double-swipe, club-swim and arm-overs.
● Plays with consistent effort and pursuit to the football.
● Displays good jump off-the-snap to attack upfield quickly.

WEAKNESSES
● Can play too high andwill expose his chest too frequently in his rush.
● Needs to get stronger – can get knocked off his path or washed against the run.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Braswell projects to the NFL as a stand-up pass rusher but he’s got the size and overall frame to
play from a 2-point and 3-point stance. He’s able to win with speed off-the-edge consistently but
there’s a lot of power in his game. His physical style of play will win over evaluators and his ability
to counter in his pass-rush on a consistent basis couldmake him an immediate contributor for an
NFL defense. Against the run, he’ll need to get stronger or attack half-man rather than getting
chest-to-chest with the opposition but NFL teamswill figure out what to dowith him situationally.
He could be a situational player early in his career but there’s tools for him to develop intomore as
a stand-up defender.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from St. Frances Academy in Baltimore, Maryland. Despite
having offers from schools such as Texas A&M,Oklahoma, LSU and others, he committed to
Alabama. Played in 40 games for the Crimson Tide with 16 tackles for loss and 11 sacks in his
career. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



WR9 | 40TH

TROY FRANKLIN
WR |OREGON

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1⅞”

Weight: 176 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 31⅞”

Hand Size: 8 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.41 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.61 seconds

Vertical Jump: 39”

Broad: Jump: 10’ 4”

STRENGTHS
● Has the ability to threaten defenses vertically on a consistent basis.
● Displays good run after-the-catch ability.
● Good length to high-point the football.
● Sudden releases due to great footwork and hand usage.
● Good lateral quickness to tie up defenders.

WEAKNESSES
● Struggles withmore physical defenders at the catch point.
● Separation concerns could occur vertically against physical defenders.
● Skinnier frame could lead to issues on contact andwith blocking.
● Drops were an issue at times on tape.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Franklin enters the NFL as an efficient route runner that can threaten defenses vertically. Much of
that is due to his speed and ability to adjust to the football while it’s in the air.With good lateral
quickness to get in-and-out of his breaks, he will eat up targets in the short and intermediate areas
of the field. His length gives him advantages on 50/50 balls and he can adjust to the football on
back shoulder throws. The question will be if he can adjust consistently on the football when faced
withmore physical defenders that he’ll face in the NFL. As he begins his career, he should easily
find a role as a deep target for an offense with the potential to be a productive number two
receiver.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromMenlo-Atherton High School inMenlo Park, California.
He had offers to schools such as OleMiss, Florida, Oklahoma and others but he ended up
committing toOregon. In addition to football, he also competed in track and field in high school.
Saw an increase in production all three seasons at Oregon. His 14 touchdown receptions in 2023
led the Pac-12 andwas tied for 3rdmost in the NCAA.



CB 7 | 41ST

ENNIS RAKESTRAW JR
CB |MISSOURI

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’ 11”

Weight: 183 pounds

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 32”

Hand Size: 8 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Broad Jump: 10’ 0”

STRENGTHS
● Has good length for the position and uses long arms to jam and redirect receivers.
● Good production during his four-year career.
● Willing run defender on the perimeter – comes up aggressively with good tackling form.
● Smooth lateral transitions with fluid hips.
● Physical and competitive at the catch point.

WEAKNESSES
● Good physicality but hands tend to grab toomuch cloth downfield.
● Injuries are concerning for career longevity.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Rakestraw is a highly competitive cornerback that is tough and physical. His length helps him jam
and redirect defenders while battling at the catch point. Productive in bothman and zone
coverage, he appears best suited as a press-man corner in the NFL. His aggressiveness in the run
game is a plus on the perimeter but his physicality can become troublesome downfield in coverage.
If Rakestraw can stay healthy, he can be a number two cornerback in a defense looking for another
man defender.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromDuncanville High School in Duncanville, Texas. He had
offers from a plethora of top schools such as Alabama, Georgia, OleMiss and others but he
committed toMissouri. In addition to football, he also competed in track and field. His PR for the
100-meter dash was 11.06 seconds. Started 32 games atMissouri. Suffered torn ACL in 2021 and
a groin injury in 2023.Will be 23-years old. Play style remindsme of EmmanuelMoseley.



IOL 4 | 42ND

CHRISTIAN HAYNES
IOL | UCONN

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 317 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33 ½”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 5.03 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.75 seconds

Vertical Jump: 33”

Broad Jump: 8’ 6”

STRENGTHS
● Physical player that fires out of his stance to demolish the opposition.

● Shows no limitations with pulling and getting out in space.

● Consistent when climbing to linebackers to seal-off defenders and create rushing lanes at

the second level.

● One of the best finishers in the draft at the position.

● Handles line stunts consistently and stays square in pass protection.

WEAKNESSES
● Hands strike wide and outside hand can be seen grabbing shoulder pads or the back of

defenders.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Consistent growthwith a player is always encouraging.With Haynes, he’s shown that andmore as

a player during his career with the Huskies. He’s started 49 straight games on the interior and has

developed into one of the best finishers for interior offensive lineman in the draft. Always trying to

assert his dominance and physicality, he’s foundways to do that andwin in a variety of ways.

Whether it be off a combo block, pulling or reach blocking, he’s got the desired play strength and

lateral quickness needed to excel in the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 2-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) out of Bowie High School in Bowie, Maryland. Despite

having offers to schools such as Air Force, Virginia and others, he committed to Connecticut. In

addition to football, he lettered in wrestling for one season. At UConn, hemade 49 straight starts

at guard. His brother, Marcus, was a UDFA to the Denver Broncos after the 2023NFLDraft.

Competed in the 2024 Senior Bowl. Play style remindsme of Nate Davis.



IDL 3 | 43RD** (will be draftedmuch later after DWI arrest + character concerns) **

T’VONDRE SWEAT
IDL | TEXAS

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4 ½”

Weight: 366 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33 ¼”

Hand Size: 10⅛”

40-Yard Dash: 5.27 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.8 seconds

Vertical Jump: 26”

Broad Jump: 8’ 2”

STRENGTHS
● Massive frame for the position that pulls multiple blockers in his direction.
● Experienced player with over 60 games played in his career.
● Has great strength and power for the position.
● Takes on blocks with ease and frees up other defenders to attack freely.
● Has better lateral quickness than given credit for.
● Uses a combination of moves from his bullrush, swimmove and club-rip move.

WEAKNESSES
● Regardless of his size and power, his pad level needs improvement.
● First step is average and allows the offensive lineman to cut off his path quicker.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Theremay not be an easier evaluation in the draft process than T’Vondre Sweat. It’s very simple
with him.What you see is what you’re going to get. There’s been improvements over his career
from lateral quickness to hand usage but he’s played over 60 games and is an absolute force up
front. There’s potential for him to be a three-down player but more than likely, he’ll be in a similar
rotation for an NFL team like we sawwith him at Texas. His power and strength separates him
frommost players in the class and he’s going to havemultiple blockers headed his way on every
single play. Teamswill value Sweat for eating up space and drawing attention so other defenders
can play freely.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromHuntsville High School in Huntsville, Texas. He had
offers from a plethora of schools such as Oklahoma, Alabama and others but he committed to
Texas. In addition to football, he also played basketball. In 7 games his senior season, he averaged
14.3 PPG, 8.9 RPG and 2.4 BPG.Winner of the 2023Outland Trophy andwas a unanimous
All-American in 2023. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



LB 2 | 44TH

PAYTONWILSON
LB | NORTHCAROLINA STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 233 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 30 ½”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 4.43 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Vertical Jump: 34.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 11”

STRENGTHS
● Highmotor and high effort on every single play.
● Effective pass-rusher and he appears at his best when he gets to pin his ears back and get

theQB.
● Shows good range and has the desired speed to play sideline-to-sideline.
● Has the speed to cover tight ends and running backs out of the backfield.

WEAKNESSES
● Lack of arm length can be problematic for taking on and shedding blocks.
● Injury history is a major concern – knee and shoulder surgeries are concerning for career

longevity.

OVERALL PROJECTION
The long list of injuries forWilson are troubling but his tape is about as impressive as any
linebacker prospect in the draft. He’s at his best when he’s able to rush the passer but he’s got the
desired speed and range needed to play linebacker in the NFL. His motor is relentless and it could
help find him a role early in his career for a defense or special teams unit. Best suited to play inman
coverage due to his speed, he can drop into zone coverage but there’s more hesitation within his
gamewhen doing so. Overall, there’s starting ability forWilson but the biggest hurdle for his
career will be his health.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromOrange High School in Hillsborough, North Carolina.
He had offers from Florida State, Notre Dame andwas committed to North Carolina before
flipping to N.C. State. In addition to football, he played lacrosse andwas on the wrestling team.
Finished 43-0 in 2017with a state championship win. Hewrestled since the age of 4. In 2019, he
was arrested for multiple class onemisdemeanors (fake ID, impeding traffic and consuming alcohol
by a 19 or 20-year old). Has suffered two torn ACL’s in his football career. His brother, Bryse,
pitches in theMLB for theMilwaukee Brewers.Won the Chuck Bednarik Award and Butkus
Award in 2023. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



SAF 1 | 45th

TYLER NUBIN
SAF |MINNESOTA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1”

Weight: 199 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32”

Hand Size: 9”

STRENGTHS
● Experienced defender with over 40 career starts.
● Has the desired athletic ability and range to play in a two-high or single-high safety

defense.
● Good size and frame towithstand contact from bigger playmakers.
● Shows that he can be a good tackler in the open field.
● Flashes good range and tracks the ball well when it’s in the air.

WEAKNESSES
● Lower half isn’t as fluid and can get stuck in the groundwhen changing direction.
● Will slip off tackles due to bad form or bad angles to the football.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Since becoming a full-time starter in 2021, Nubin has ensured that his presence is felt on the field.
He’s a physical defender that has the desired frame to withstand contact consistently at the next
level. There’s a good chance that he’ll earn a special teams role in year one but teams should feel
confident that he could start early in his career as well. His athleticism, range and ball skills will be
valued on anNFL defense that runs a good blend of zone andman coverage.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from St. Charles North High School in St. Charles, Illinois. He
had offers from schools such as Northwestern, Michigan State and others but he committed to
Minnesota. In addition to football, he also played basketball in high school. Played in 55 games for
the Golden Gophers. His father, Rodney, played football at EasternMichigan. His brother, Jordan,
currently plays running back atMinnesota. His mother, Sharese, ran track at EasternMichigan.



WR10 | 46TH

RICKY PEARSALL
WR | FLORIDA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1”

Weight: 189 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 30⅞”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 4.41 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.57 seconds

Vertical Jump: 42”

3-ConeDrill: 6.64 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Crafty route runner with good first step quickness and ability to explode off his jab steps.
● Great change-of-direction ability when running his routes andwith the ball in his hands.
● Good speed and burst to win at all three levels of the field – especially after-the-catch.
● Has the experience and production to be trusted from inside and outside alignments.
● Makes terrific adjustments on the football and is able to consistently make acrobatic

catches for big gains.
● Plays under control and catches the ball away from his body consistently.

WEAKNESSES
● Struggles with contact on contested catches.
● Will need to get stronger for when he’s blocking and facing press-man corners.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Always finding a way to get open, Pearsall is a must-watch for teams looking to upgrade their wide
receiver room. Hemay not be the size of a prototypical ‘X’ receiver but he’s got the fluidity and
route running prowess to win anywhere on the field. Theway he adjusts on the football and hauls
in difficult passes on aweekly basis is impressive but it’ll be interesting if those catches become
limited due to the physicality in the NFL. Keep inmind that he wasmore successful at getting open
against zone coverage rather than facingman coverage . Regardless, Pearsall enters the league
withWR2/WR3 potential for any team that drafts him. He provides special teams ability as a
returner and could carve out a productive role from the slot for an offense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCorona Del Sol High School in Chandler, Arizona.With
offers from schools such as Hawaii, Idaho and a few others on the table, he committed to Arizona
State. Played for the SunDevils from 2019 to 2021 before entering the transfer portal. In the
portal, he ended up transferring to Florida. In addition to football, he also ran track in high school
and his PR for the 100-meter dash was 11.02 seconds. Became a 25-game starter for the Gators.
Competed in the 2024 Senior Bowl.



IOL 5 | 47TH

COOPER BEEBE
IOL | KANSAS STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 322 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31 ½”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 5.03 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.75 seconds

Vertical Jump: 27.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 1”

STRENGTHS
● An experienced player as he had 48 career starts at Kansas State.
● Willing run blocker who looks to finish his blocks.
● Strong and fluid lower half to redirect himself towards line stunts and blitzes.
● Shows that he can anchor against power rushers.
● Excels on combo blocks and shows enough quickness to seal off second level defenders.

WEAKNESSES
● Lack of length will be a concern against longer defenders.
● Needs to improve explosiveness and quickness out of his stance.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Better suited to be a day two pick, there’s a chance that Beebe sneaks into the first day of the 2024
NFLDraft. He’s a strong andwilling blocker that looks to finish blocks consistently in the run game.
His lack of length is concerning against pass rushers that are able to drive him back with their
length and power. However, he shows enough consistency to anchor that the pocket shouldn’t
immediately collapse on the quarterback in the passing game. Overall, Beebe has experience
playing in a variety of spots along the offensive line and he seems best suited to play guard for a
team. Look for him to be a top-50 pick with the potential to start right out of the gate.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Piper High School in Kansas City, Kansas. He had offers
from schools such as Kansas, Minnesota and others but committed to Kansas State. In addition to
football, he also played basketball andwas on the track and field team in high school. Hewas
selected to play for TeamUSAU17 in the 2017 International Bowl against Team Japan as well as
for TeamUSAU19 in the 2018World Championships. His father, Tom, played football at Pittsburg
State. His brother, Colton, played tight end atMinnesota and his brother, Camden is an offensive
lineman at Kansas State. Graduated fromKansas State with a degree in social studies education.
Accepted invite to the 2024 Senior Bowl but didn’t compete at the event.



IDL 4 | 48TH

BRADEN FISKE
IDL | FLORIDA STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 292 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 4.78 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.68 seconds

Vertical Jump: 33.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 9”

STRENGTHS
● Explosive first step – times the snap perfectly almost every time.
● Motor is 100mph on every play.
● Canwin with speed, swipe-rip move, push-pull or a swimmove.
● Hands hit hard and fast into the opposition's chest.
● Play speed and lateral quickness help generate pressure andmake him a productive

pass-rusher.

WEAKNESSES
● Shorter arms are concerning to create separation on a consistent basis.
● Lower body strength will get tested against stronger lineman.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Fiske is one of themost explosive interior defenders in this year’s class.While he lacks arm length
to create separation, hemakes up for it with his first step quickness and highmotor. He’s the type
of player that can stick in the NFL due to that motor and his pass-rush ability. He’ll need to get
stronger but being relentless with his repertoire of moves can lead to a bunch of success. Best
suited to play as a 3-technique, he could find himself aligned as a 4i or 5-technique in some
defensive packages such as a 5-1 Bear front. There’s a chance that he sneaks into the first round
but he seems likely to be an early day two pick and he should be a spark-plug for a defense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromMichigan City High School inMichigan City, Indiana.
Hewas lightly recruited with offers from smaller schools such as Illinois State but he ended up
committing toWesternMichigan once they offered him. In addition to football, he was also a
successful baseball player in high school. Hewas a pitcher that could throw a 75MPH fastball
while also being able to throw a slider and curveball. Hemade the varsity baseball team as a
freshman. After 45 games playedwith 30 starts with the Broncos, he transferred to Florida State
and started 13 games for the Seminoles. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



WR11 | 49TH

XAVIER LEGETTE
WR | SOUTHCAROLINA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1”

Weight: 221 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31⅞”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 4.39 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Vertical Jump: 40”

Broad Jump: 10’ 6”

STRENGTHS
● Well built receiver that looks like a running back with the football in his hands.
● Provides plenty of run after-the-catch ability in the short areas of the field.
● Able to win consistently on designed screens and deep down the field.
● Has good build-up speed to threaten vertically.
● Shows that he can come downwith the football in contested catch situations.

WEAKNESSES
● Not as fluid laterally as others – limits his ability to change direction.
● Doesn’t create separation on a consistent basis –more physical defenders could get the

best of him during contested catch situations.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Built like an ‘X’ receiver, Legette is versatile enough tomove and align anywhere in a formation.
With each step that he takes in his routes, his speed begins to pick up and it allows him to threaten
defenses vertically down the field on a consistent basis.With his lower half built like a running
back, he’s able to absorb contact and bounce off tacklers while gaining additional yardage after the
catch. Best suited for jump balls, he canwin in contested catch situations but the lack of separation
on those contested catches is somewhat concerning. Shorter arms and lack of fluidity could also
create issues against faster and stronger defenders but he looks capable of developing into a
strong number two receiver for an NFL offense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromMullins High School inMullins, South Carolina. He had
offers to schools such as Tennessee, Colorado State and others but ended up staying in his home
state and committed to South Carolina. In addition to football, he played baseball and basketball.
Through 49 games of baseball in high school career, his batting average was .311with 4 home
runs, 19 RBIs and 39 stolen bases. Played in 53 games with 32 starts at South Carolina.Will be
23-years old as a rookie. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl. Athletic profile is comparable to
DonteMoncrief.



IOL 6 | 50TH

JORDANMORGAN
IOL | ARIZONA

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’5”

Weight: 311 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32⅞”

Hand Size: 10⅞”

40-Yard Dash: 5.04 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.70 seconds

Vertical Jump: 28”

Broad Jump: 9’ 2”

STRENGTHS
● Has the desired length and overall size to play tackle in the NFL.

● Strong hands allows him to steer and drive defenders consistently.

● Latches onto defenders and is able to control themwith ease.

● Good athleticism to get out in space.

● Can climb and seal off defenders at the second level.

WEAKNESSES
● Opens hips and allows edge rushers to turn the corner consistently.

● Bends at the waist and it slows him downwhen dealing with speed rushers and line stunts.

● Injuries piled up throughout parts of his career with an ankle injury and torn ACL.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Morgan projects to the NFL as a guard/tackle prospect that is adequate when run and pass

blocking. He’s a good enough athlete to pull and climb to the second level but he doesn’t always

finish his blocks andwill bounce off defenders whenmaking contact. In pass protection, he does

open his hips and it makes it easier for speed-rushers to get around him. His size and overall length

is feasible at tackle but his play speed and play strengthmay be better suited to play guard. There’s

plug-and-play potential withMorgan but staying healthy will be key for himmoving forward.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromMarana High School inMarana, Arizona. He had offers

fromArizona State, USC and others but committed to Arizona. In addition to football, he

competed in track and field as a thrower. His PR for the shot put was 50’9” and 139’4” in the

discus. Dealt with several different injuries at Arizona with a torn ACL and high ankle sprain.

Started 37 games at left tackle for theWildcats. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



OT 8 | 51ST

KINGSLEY SUAMATAIA
OT | BYU

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’5”

Weight: 326 lbs

Class: Sophomore (RS)

Arm Length: 34 ¼”

Hand Size: 10⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 5.04 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.74 seconds

Vertical Jump: 28”

Broad Jump: 9’ 2”

STRENGTHS
● Good athlete with quick feet and is able to get out in space to lead block or wall off

defenders.
● Great frame and length for the position – uses long arms to lock out pass rushers.
● Effective when using snatch-trap technique in pass protection.
● Comfortable on combo blocks and climbing to seal off second level defenders.

WEAKNESSES
● Plays tall with his pad level andwill have toomuch of a forward lean at times.
● Hand placement could use some refinement – both hands will hit too wide.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Suamataia enters the NFLwith the prototypical frame and length to play either left or right tackle.
He’s comfortable in a zone scheme and he’s able to use his athletic ability to get out in space and
execute reach blocks consistently or seal off defenders at the second level. In pass protection, he’s
great at using a snatch-trap technique to level defenders into the ground. In addition to that, he’s
got quick feet tomirror defenders coming off the edge. He’ll need to work on his hand placement
in the NFL but he’s got the tools to become a starting tackle for a team.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromOremHigh School in Orem, Utah. He had offers from
schools such as Penn State, Texas A&Mand others but committed toOregon. Played one game for
the Ducks in 2021 before being redshirted. Then he transferred to BYUwhere he recorded 22
starts (10 at left tackle and 12 at right tackle).Was high school teammates with Puka Nacua.Won
four straight state championships in high school. Cousins with Detroit Lions’ Penei Sewell and
Chicago Bears’ Noah Sewell. Fluent in Samoan. Turned 21-years old in January. Competed at the
2024 Senior Bowl.



WR12 | 52ND

ROMANWILSON
WR |MICHIGAN

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’10 ¾”

Weight: 185 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 30⅜”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 4.39 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.52 seconds

Bench Press: 12 reps

STRENGTHS
● Fluid route runner that can beat defenders with head and shoulder fakes consistently.
● Explodes off his jab step and is able to change direction easily.
● Has the speed to threaten defenses vertically.
● Shows that he canwin the short areas of the field with fluidity and good run

after-the-catch ability.
● Can thrive in themiddle of the field on dig routes and crossing patterns.

WEAKNESSES
● Pacing of his routes could improve for evenmore success.
● Can struggle against more physical defenders when pressed at the line-of-scrimmage.
● Play strength could get tested when blocking and on contested catches.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Part of a run-first offense puts some limitations onwhatWilson can really do or become as a
receiver. Seeing him compete at the Senior Bowl should change theminds of NFL decisionmakers.
Wilson is a dynamic route runner that creates separation with ease. Much of his success is due to
the pacing of his routes and ability to sink his hips to successfully break in-and-out of his routes.
Size limitations could limit him to a slot-only role in the NFL but his speed, fluidity and route
running ability should help him find success early in his career for an offense that spreads it out in
the passing game.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from St. Louis High School in Honolulu, Hawaii. Despite
having offers to schools such as Oregon, UCLA and others, he committed toMichigan. In addition
to football, he also was on the track and field team. His PR for the 100-meter dash was 10.86
seconds. His morning commute to high school in Hawaii consisted of getting up at 3:30am to take
an airplane to St. Louis High School. Has been labeled as the epitome of hard work from coaches
and teammates. Has 24 career starts in his career.Will be 23-years old in June. Competed at the
2024 Senior Bowl.



CB 8 | 53RD

KRIS ABRAMS-DRAINE
CB |MISSOURI

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’11”

Weight: 179 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31”

Hand Size: 8⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.44 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.53 seconds

Vertical Jump: 33.5”

STRENGTHS
● Plays under control and is within striking distance of most receivers he covers.
● Good tackler and is able to come up and hit ball carriers.
● Fluid athlete with quick feet and good lateral movement skills.
● Competes at the catch point and closes quickly on the football.
● Productive with good ball skills – has 40 career pass breakups and 7 interceptions.
● Provides special teams ability as a gunner and returner.

WEAKNESSES
● Thinner frame could present some limitations at the next level.
● Opens his hips too early and is more prone to having to recover and close.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Abrams-Draine is a productive cornerback that is versatile enough to play inside or outside for a
defense. His aggressiveness pops on tapewith his ability to come up and tackle the opposition.
Playing with good fluidity and click-close ability, he’s always around the football and this has led to
good college production. Best suited inman coverage or playing with outside third responsibilities
in a cover 3, he should be able to slide into a contributing role early in his career with potential to
be amainstay as a number two cornerback.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Spanish Fort High School in Spanish Fort, Alabama.
Had offers to schools such as LSU, Florida State and others but he committed toMissouri after
flipping from LSU. In addition to football, he also played basketball andwas on the track and field
team in high school. Played quarterback in high school but initially signedwithMissouri as a wide
receiver. Flipped to defensive back in 2021. Play style remindsme of Cameron Sutton.Will be
23-years old in October. Competed in the 2024 Senior Bowl.



RB 1 | 54TH

BLAKE CORUM
RB |MICHIGAN

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’8”

Weight: 205 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 28⅞”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 4.53 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.58 seconds

Vertical Jump: 35 ½”

3-ConeDrill: 6.82 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Downhill runner that is always able to fall forward for yardage.
● Runs with great contact balance – consistently run through initial contact.
● Lateral movement is impressive for such a strong, downhill runner.
● Runs with great vision and change of direction ability.
● Isn’t afraid of contact when running the ball or picking up blitzes.
● Shows no issues when catching passes out of the backfield.

WEAKNESSES
● Long speedwill get tested in the NFL –won’t always be a home run threat.
● Limited explosiveness out in space.
● Heavy college usage could cause concern for teams in the NFL.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Transitioning to the NFL, Blake Corum is one of themore experienced and productive backs in the
class. He’s an effective downhill runner that consistently runs through contact on a consistent
basis. Even though his speedwill get tested against NFL defenses, his lateral movement skills are
superb. He runs with good patience and pace and his vision helps him change direction with ease.
Despite not being all that explosive, there’s potential for Corum to be a three-down back in the
NFL. He seems likely to split backfield duties in the NFL but it wouldn’t be surprising if he’s highly
productive in an NFL offense that is more run-centric.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from St. Frances Academy in Laurel, Maryland. Despite
having offers from LSU, Virginia Tech and others, he committed toMichigan.Was the 2019
Gatorade Player of the Year inMaryland. In addition to football, he also ran track. His PR in the
100-meter dash was 11.35 seconds. Finished 7th on the all-time rushing list atMichigan (3,737
yards). Program record holder in rushing touchdowns (58), total touchdowns (61) and career
points scored (356). Voted team captain by teammates in 2023. Played in 45 career games with 28
career starts. His play style remindsme of DavidMontgomery.



QB6 | 55TH

BO NIX
QB |OREGON

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 214 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31⅞”

Hand Size: 10⅛”

STRENGTHS
● Has the athletic ability needed to extend plays andmake unorthodox throws on the run.
● Shows good consistency with driving throwswith the needed velocity to fit those passes.
● Adequate size and arm strength for the position.
● Appears comfortable throwing off play-action and sprint rollouts.
● Experienced college quarterback with 61 career starts.

WEAKNESSES
● Can get antsy when facedwith pressure – throws toMOF are off-balanced and inaccurate.
● High percentage of throws and completions come from behind the line-of-scrimmage.
● Becomes indecisive off his first read and hesitates on deeper routes downfield.

OVERALL PROJECTION
One of themost experienced passers in this year's draft, Nix could potentially play right away, if
asked. However, he seems likely for a backup role as he starts his career. Much of that is because
he still needs some refinement with his footwork and he has tomaintain a controlled base when
throwing towards themiddle of the field. Displaying the arm strength and athletic ability for
today’s NFL, there will be plenty of teams interested in the upside that comes with drafting Nix.
Best suited for an RPO-style offense, Nix could find success in a system that lets him get rid of the
football quickly and allows him to use his athletic ability to his advantage.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Pinson Valley High School in Pinson, Alabama. Despite
having offers to all of the top schools in the country such as Notre Dame, Alabama and others, Nix
committed to Auburn. His father, Patrick, was a former AuburnQB and college and high school
football coach. In addition to football, Bo competed in basketball and baseball in high school.Won
Mr. Football in the State of Alabama. After 34 starts at Auburn, he transferred toOregon and
started 27 games for the Ducks. Competed in the 2024 Senior Bowl.



IDL 5 | 56TH

KRIS JENKINS
IDL |MICHIGAN

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 299 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 34”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 4.91 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.70 seconds

Vertical Jump: 30”

Broad Jump: 9’ 7”

STRENGTHS
● Displays quick hands and quick feet whenmoving laterally.
● Closes quickly to quarterbacks and running backs.
● Plays with good pad level and shows that he can split double teams.
● Has a goodmotor to be a bend-and-chase player in the NFL.

WEAKNESSES
● Lower body strength will get tested on combo blocks and against stronger interior

lineman.
● There are balance concerns when getting reached.
● Rushwill get stagnant at the line-of-scrimmage.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Following in his fathers footsteps to the NFL, Jenkins Jr., plays with good quickness in his hands
and lower body to beat guards and centers regularly. He’ll need to get stronger to improve some
balance concerns to better handle reach blocks but his pad level helps him get skinny and split
double teams. The establishedmove in his repertoire is a swimmove but his success as a
pass-rusher has been limited so he could be limited to playing only two-downs as his career starts.
Best suited to play from a zero to a 3-technique, Jenkins Jr., has the tools and athletic ability to
eventually become a starter in the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromOur Lady Good Counsel High School in Olney,
Maryland. He had offers to schools such as Penn State, North Carolina and others but committed
toMichigan. Played in 44 games with 32 starts atMichigan. Voted a captain by his teammates in
2023. His father, Kris, played 10 years in the NFL for the Carolina Panthers andNewYork Jets.



RB 2 | 57TH

MARSHAWN LLOYD
RB | USC

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’9”

Weight: 220 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 30⅜”

Hand Size: 8 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.56 seconds

Vertical Jump: 36”

Broad: Jump: 9’10”

STRENGTHS
● Explosive runner that provides a splash when running to the perimeter.
● Excels as a blocker when picking up blitzes and line stunts.
● Shows that he can catch passes out of the backfield.
● Athletic enough to be aligned in a variety of spots.
● Effective lateral movements – shakes defenders with plenty of twitch and burst.
● Not afraid of contact – willing to stiff-arm and/or lower his shoulder into defenders.

WEAKNESSES
● Ability to create gets him in trouble – will bounce runs rather than take the yardage in

front of him.
● Dealt with lower body injuries during his career from torn ACL to quad injuries.
● Fumbles are a concern on 291 carries in his college career.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Despite limited touches (325 total touches) in college, Lloyd enters the draft this year as one of its
most dynamic playmakers. He’s explosive in the open field and has plenty of burst to bounce runs
to the perimeter. Moving onto the NFL, he’ll need to be careful with how frequently he looks to
bounce those runs as he’ll get into trouble against the speed in the NFL. However, Lloyd is one of
themost effective lateral movers at the position. He’s got the ability to slice defenders with his
explosive jump cuts and he shows very little hesitation when approachedwith contact. There’s
potential for him to become a 3-down back in the NFL but for now, he should split backfield duties.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromDeMatha Catholic High School in Hyattsville,
Maryland.While he had offers to some of the top schools in the country such as Notre Dame,
Alabama and others, he committed to South Carolina. In addition to high school football, he also
competed in track and field for his high school. His PR for the 100-meter dash was 11.54 seconds.
Suffered a torn ACL in his left knee during fall camp of the 2020 seasonwith South Carolina. After
21 games played for South Carolina, he transferred to USC. Does a bunch of community service
work off the football field. Competed in the 2024 Senior Bowl.



SAF 2 | 58TH

JADEN HICKS
SAF |WASHINGTON STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 211 lbs

Class: Sophomore (RS)

Arm Length: 31 ½”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

3-ConeDrill: 6.88 seconds

20-Yard Shuttle: 4.37 seconds

Vertical Jump: 37.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 2”

STRENGTHS
● Terrific tackler over themiddle of the field andwill hit the opposition hard.
● Takes correct angles to the football and is able to clean upmissed tackles.
● Has the desired length to break-up passes at the catch point.
● Size, strength and speed tomatch tight ends in coverage.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to lower pad level when pursuing the football.
● In single-high, he can get caught in themiddle of the field staring at the quarterback

OVERALL PROJECTION
Hicks enters the 2024NFLDraft as one of its more underrated defenders. He’s got good size for
the position and could be better suited to play closer to the box than playing as a single-high safety
in a Cover-1 or Cover-3 defense. His athleticism and tackling ability in the alley is a huge plus and
he shouldmatch upwell against tight ends inman coverage. He’ll need to process faster when
playing zone coverage but the tools are there for him to become better thanwhat we saw over the
last two seasons with the Huskies.With those tools, there’s a chance for him to become a starter
at some point in year one. However, he could be better off splitting a dual safety role for a defense
that emphasizes himmore as a buzz defender or as a nickel covering the slot in a ‘big nickel’
package.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromBishop GormanHigh School in Las Vegas, Nevada. He
had offers fromBoise State, Colorado State and others but committed toWashington State. In
addition to football, he was also on the track and field team. His PR for the 100-meter dash was
11.26 seconds. His older brother, Kalen, played defensive back at Hawaii. Started 23 straight
games for the Cougars.Will be 22-years old in August.



WR13 | 59TH

JA’LYNN POLK
WR |WASHINGTON

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1⅜”

Weight: 203 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 31 ¾”

Hand Size: 9 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.52 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.52 seconds

Vertical Jump: 37 ½”

Broad: Jump: 10’ 9”

STRENGTHS
● Will provide positional versatility due experience playing inside and outside.
● Used in-motion to force rotations in the secondary.
● Has the ability to track the football on deeper throws.
● Strong lower half helps with running through contact.
● Able to catch the football through contact – will provide some run after-the-catch ability

for an offense.
● High-points andmakes proper adjustments on 50/50 balls.

WEAKNESSES
● Had some concerning drops against Stanford.
● Takes longer to throttle down and change direction due lack of fluidity and poor route

pacing.
● Lacks threatening explosiveness or burst after-the-catch.
● Doesn’t create a ton of separation unless he uses his hands to push-off.

OVERALL PROJECTION
With three wide receivers entering the NFL from theWashington Huskies, the expectations vary
for each player. For mymoney, Polk enters as one of themore underrated players at the position.
He’s got a well-built frame that withstands contact on a consistent basis. In jump ball situations,
Polk can go up and get the football but he’s also got the desired tracking ability to win deep down
the field. Alignment versatility should help him get on the field early in his career but he’ll need to
becomemore fluid in his routes to get targeted consistently in the short and intermediate areas of
the field.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Lufkin High School in Lufkin, Texas. He had offers to
schools such as Baylor, Kansas State and others but he ended up committing to Texas Tech. After
one seasonwith the Red Raiders, he transferred toWashington. In addition to football, he also
played high school basketball and also ran track. His PR for the 200-meter dash was 22.89
seconds. Dislocated his clavicle in 2021 on the first offensive play of the season.



CB 9 | 60TH

MAXMELTON
CB | RUTGERS

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’11”

Weight: 187 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 32⅛”

Hand Size: 9⅛”

40-Yard Dash: 4.39 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.51 seconds

Vertical Jump: 40.5”

Broad Jump: 11’ 4”

STRENGTHS
● Physical corner that excels in press-man and uses length to redirect receivers.
● Plays patient and remains square and under control while receivers release upfield.
● Has inside-outside versatility for a defense.
● Appears comfortable and knowledgeable in zone coverage.
● Closes quickly on receivers and is a goodwrap-up tackler.

WEAKNESSES
● Doesn’t always turn head around on the football – the receiver takes him to the ball.
● Gives up toomuch of a cushion on in-breaking routes.
● Plays with hesitation when flipping hips on vertical routes – awaits forWR on a double

move or to throttle down and change direction.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Melton is a physical defensive back that excels in press-man but he’s experienced in zone coverage
with the ability to play in multiple coverages. He provides alignment versatility with his skill-set
and experience allowing him to play on the perimeter and in the slot. Better athlete than given
credit for, he should have no issues running with receivers or competing with them consistently at
the catch point. He’ll need to get his head around on the football faster and he’ll have to not play
with asmuch hesitation but the potential for him to become a solid number two corner for a team
that puts an emphasis on runningman coverage.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCedar Creek High School in Egg Harbor City, New
Jersey. He had offers from schools such as Boston College, Temple and others but he flipped his
commitment from Purdue to Rutgers. His brother, Bo, played football at Rutgers and is currently
on the Green Bay Packers. His father, Gary, played football at Rutgers from 1987 to 1991 and his
mother, Vicki, played basketball at Rutgers from 1989 to 1993. First name isMalachai andwill be
22-years old in April. Played in 43 career games with 40 career starts at Rutgers. Competed at the
2024 Senior Bowl.



RB 3 | 61ST

TREY BENSON
RB | FLORIDA STATE

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 216 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31 ½”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 4.39 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.52 seconds

Vertical Jump: 33.5”

Broad: Jump: 10’ 2”

STRENGTHS
● Bigger running back that has great size and speed for the position.
● Very good pass-catcher that should excel on screens, swing and angle routes.
● Has the desired speed to take it the distance.
● Good overall contact balance for his size – shakes off tacklers while not losing his stride. .
● Gets downhill in a hurry with good lateral cuts and acceleration.

WEAKNESSES
● Bigger back but doesn’t pick up blitzes consistently.
● Appears to have openings on tape and runs into contact rather than taking the yardage in

front of him.
● Runs high through openings at times.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Benson enters the draft as one of the better running back prospects available. He’s got a good
blend of size and speed and is able to run in a zone and gap scheme. He’s a patient runner and
displays good burst through the second level. He’ll need to work on lowering his pad level when
getting through openings but it doesn’t limit him from shaking off tacklers. Early in his career, he
should find success as a pass-catcher and could immediately be a 3rd down option for an offense.
His injury in 2020 could be concerning for longevity or a potential recurrence but I’d expect
Benson to be drafted somewhere on day twowith high expectations to succeed.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from St. Joseph High School in Greenville, Mississippi.
While he had offers to schools such as Notre Dame, Penn State and others, he committed to
Oregon. In addition to playing football, he also played basketball and was on the track and field
team in high school. His PR for the 100-meter dash was 10.90 seconds. Suffered a terrible
injury in 2020 that tore his ACL, MCL and hamstring. After appearing in 9 games with the
Ducks, he transferred to Florida State. He played in 26 games with 16 starts for the Seminoles.
Play style reminds me of T.J. Yeldon.



CB 10 | 62ND

MIKE SAINRISTIL
CB |MICHIGAN

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’9 ½”

Weight: 182 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 30⅞”

Hand Size: 8 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 4.47 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.51 seconds

Vertical Jump: 40”

Broad Jump: 10’ 11”

STRENGTHS
● Strong and physical for a player of his size.
● Has a knack for always being around the football – some of the best ball skills at the

position.
● Willing tackler that will set the tonewith big hits.
● Good fluidity and awareness in zone coverage.
● Works through the catch point with great effort and physicality.
● Provides inside-outside versatility.

WEAKNESSES
● Size could causemismatches and issues against bigger receivers.
● Development could take timewith only two years starting at cornerback.
● Can get flat-footed on doublemoves by shiftier receivers.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Sainristil is a physical defender that possesses inside-outside versatility for an NFL defense. He
plays with the ability to playman or zone coverage but he seems best suited to play in zone
coverage. His ball skills are encouraging for teams looking for playmakers. Meanwhile, his ability to
read receivers from his prior days of playing the position is a benefit to his knowledge to produce
in either man or zone coverage. His size will get tested but with how physical he plays, I could see a
permanent move to the slot or at safety in his future. Teams could see a benefit to him patrolling
themiddle while being a tone setting playmaker.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Everett High School in Everett, Massachusetts. He had
offers fromOleMiss,Wisconsin and others but ended up committing to Virginia Tech before
flipping toMichigan. In addition to football, he also competed in track and field. His PR for the
55-meter dash was 7.07 seconds. He’s also an establishedmusician with being able to play the
violin, piano and drums. Played three seasons at wide receiver and on special teams before
switching to cornerback. Has 26 starts at cornerback.Was a team captain.Will be 24-years old.
Accepted an invite to the 2024 Senior Bowl.



CB 11 | 63RD

T.J. TAMPA
CB | IOWASTATE

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 2NDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1”

Weight: 189 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32⅛”

Hand Size: 9⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.58 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.64 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Good length and overall frame for the position.
● Physical at the line-of-scrimmagewith good press skills.
● Trails receivers and shows good burst to close.
● Anticipates passes with hands ready to strike and disrupt.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to get a touch faster when closing on receivers.
● Deep speed could get tested off his press.
● Times he appears to be going through themotions.
● Tackling has to improve – far toomanymisses or inconsistent effort on certain attempts.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Tampa is an intriguing cornerback prospect that has the tools needed to be a number one corner
for an NFL defense. However, he will need some development as he enters the next level. He has a
good framewith long arms that he uses to jam and redirect receivers when playing in press. He’ll
need to becomemore consistent with his technique and pad level but his effort and tackling
technique needs themost improvement. The long speed he has will get tested but he shows good
burst and patience inman and zone coverage. The tools possessed by Tampa are intriguing but
they need sharpening and he seems best suited to start his career as a number three corner in a
veteran room.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star prospect (per 24/7 Sports) from LakewoodHigh School in St. Petersburg, Florida. He
had offers to schools such asMaryland,Wake Forest and others but committed to Iowa State. In
addition to football, he also played high school basketball. Was a highly touted receiver prospect
coming out of high school with over 1300 yards receiving and 15 touchdowns. Started 30 games
for the Cyclones. Turned 22-years old inMarch of 2024. Was born in Norristown, Pennsylvania
beforemoving to Jonesboro, Georgia. Moved to St. Petersburg at age 15.



TE 2 | 64TH

JA’TAVION SANDERS
TE | TEXAS

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 245 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32⅞”

Hand Size: 10⅛”

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.59 seconds

20-Yard Shuttle: 4.32 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Catches the ball away from his body on a consistent basis.
● Provides alignment versatility with ability to play in the slot or in-line.
● Will provide good run after-the-catch ability.
● Good ball skills while being able tomake adjustments on the football when it’s in the air.

WEAKNESSES
● Ability to block in the run gamewill get tested when aligned in-line.
● Not as fluid as other top tight ends – could limit certain routes and how he separates at the

next level.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Whether it’s a good or bad tight end class for the NFLDraft, Sanders would still be highly regarded
as one of the better players at the position. He’s got a versatile skill-set where he finds success
playing in-line or operating out of the slot. He can run routes vertically up the seam andmake great
adjustments on the football while it’s in the air but he’s also shown that he canwork efficiently in
the short areas of the field as well. He’ll need to get stronger and improve as a blocker but he
should help immediately as a pass-catcher for a team in need of one at tight end.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromRyanHigh School in Denton, Texas. He had offers from
schools such as Alabama, TCU and other top schools but he committed to Texas. In addition to
football, he was also on the high school basketball team. Hewas primarily used on special teams
when hewas a true freshman and eventually was developed into a starter. Has started 27 straight
games for the Longhorns.Will be 21-years old during his rookie season. His play style remindsme
of Gerald Everett.



WR14 | 65TH

JALENMCMILLAN
WR |WASHINGTON

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’1”

Weight: 197 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32⅛”

Hand Size: 10”

40-Yard Dash: 4.47 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.53 seconds

Vertical Jump: 37”

Broad Jump: 10’ 7”

STRENGTHS
● Efficient route runner with the desired flexibility and fluidity to get in-and-out of his

breaks.
● Able to shake defenders by throttling down and hits doublemoves effectively.
● Has the speed that’s needed to threaten defenders vertically.
● Catches away from his body – attacks the ball consistently.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to get stronger to fight off press and to gain YAC.
● Thinner frame and lack of play strength is concerning at the catch point against physical

defenders.
● Concentration drops occur on tape.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Teams looking for a plug-and-play receiver could find it withMcMillan out ofWashington. They’ll
need to alter their expectations as hemay not be a number one receiver from the first day but he
could produce on a consistent basis as a rookie. Best suited to play out of the slot, he’s an efficient
route runner that runs his routes with good pacing and fluidity to keep defenders guessing. His
speedwill help him create separation quickly but it will also pose a threat to defenses down the
field. There’s potential for him to develop into a borderline number one receiver but he seems
most likely to be a number two or number three receiver for an offense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from San JoaquinMemorial High School in Fresno,
California. He had offers from top schools across the country such as Tennessee, LSU, Ohio State
and others but committed toWashington. In addition to football, he also played baseball andwas
on the high school track and field team. For baseball, he was settled on USC andOklahoma
because they were open to him playing both baseball and football. In track, his PR for the
100-meter dash was 10.67 seconds. Play style is comparable to Josh Reynolds.



SAF 3 | 66TH

KAMREN KINCHENS
SAF |MIAMI (FL)

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’11”

Weight: 203 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31 ¼”

Hand Size: 9 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.65 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.59 seconds

Vertical Jump: 35”

Broad Jump: 9’ 2”

STRENGTHS
● Gifted tackler that comes up and hits on every play.
● Productive on the back-end of a defense with good ball skills.
● Able to play from the boxwith the ability to cover tight ends out of the slot.
● Flashes the range to go sideline-to-sideline from single-high alignments.

WEAKNESSES
● Angles need improvements in both the run and pass.
● Gets lost in space due to poor technique.
● Speedwill get tested if pass-catchers get behind him.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Kinches is a productive safety with the desired size, athleticism and range to stick at the next level.
His speedwill get tested against faster receivers and he needs to improve his angles to the ball
when attacking downhill. He’s shown that he can play in a variety of alignments from a two-high
shell, single-high or even as a buzz defender. He closes well on the football and looks to disrupt
receivers at the catch point by punching through their hands or leveling themwith a big hit.
Expected to get drafted somewhere on the second day of the draft, I could see him earn a spot on
special teams before developing into a starter.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromNorthwestern High School inMiami, Florida. He had
offers fromAlabama, OleMiss, Florida and others but committed to the Hurricanes. Started five
games as a true freshman and has started 22 games over the last two seasons. Hemissed some
time in 2023 due to a head/neck injury. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



RB 4 | 67TH

RAY DAVIS
RB | KENTUCKY

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’8⅜”

Weight: 211 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 30 ¼”

Hand Size: 8⅞”

40-Yard Dash: 4.52 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.56 seconds

Vertical Jump: 35”

Broad: Jump: 9’ 11”

STRENGTHS
● Dangerous pass-catcher that canmake anything happenwith the ball in his hands.
● Runs angle and swing routes consistently in the passing game.
● Runs with good patience andwill let his blocks develop.
● Has a flexible lower half with quick feet – allows him to change direction and lower center

of gravity easily.
● Does a nice job puttingmoves together to shake defenders.

WEAKNESSES
● Vision could improve on some of his cuts – will run right into traffic.
● Long speed could get tested against NFL talent.

OVERALL PROJECTION
One of the older prospects in the draft this year is Ray Davis fromKentucky.While he’ll be
25-years old during his rookie season in the NFL, that shouldn’t force teams to hesitate in drafting
Davis. He’s a weapon in the passing game and could become a quarterback's best friendwith how
effective he is at running angle and swing routes out of the backfield. Between the tackles, Davis
lets blocks develop but he doesn’t always see the openings in front of him. This hesitation will get
him in trouble and he ends up running into traffic. That said, he’s good in space with quick feet and
a flexible lower half. There’s potential for him to be a three-down back for whichever team drafts
him.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromBlair Academy in Blairstown, New Jersey. During his
recruitment process he had offers to Purdue, Albany and others but he committed to Temple. In
addition to football, he also was on the track and field team. His PR for the 100-meter dash was
11.17 seconds. During his timewith Temple, he ran for over 900 rushing yards as a true freshman
but after 16 games with theOwls, he transferred to Vanderbilt.While he played two seasons with
the Commodores, he ended up transferring to Kentucky. He has 10 siblings. Competed in the 2024
Senior Bowl. Play style remindsme of AlfredMorris.



RB 5 | 68TH

JONATHON BROOKS
RB | TEXAS

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 216 lbs

Class: Sophomore (RS)

Arm Length: 31 ½”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

STRENGTHS
● Used sparingly with only 238 collegiate carries.
● Patient back that allows blocks to develop in front of him.
● Can run through initial contact from second level defenders.
● Downhill runner with good forward lean.
● Good jump-cutting ability through the hole or in the open field.

WEAKNESSES
● Runs too high through the hole. Pad level remains high when attempting lateral cuts.
● Tends to run into contact rather than finding ways around it – cuts into traffic.
● Coming off a torn ACL.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Brooks is an experienced back that played in 22 games with 8 starts in his career. Primarily a
backup behind Bijan Robinson, he finally earned the starting job during the 2023 season.With
that, he was able to generate over 1,110 rushing yards and 10 touchdowns on the season.
Effective between the tackles, Brooks displays average-to-good burst when getting to the second
level. Additionally, he’s shown the necessary lateral movement tomake defenders miss in tight
spaces.While he can break initial contact from defenders, his vision should come into question as
he tends to run into contact and traffic rather than trying to get out in spacemore. He’s a patient
runner but there’s times that his patience gets him in trouble as he appears to havemore
hesitation with the ball in his hands. Overall, if healthy, he can develop into a starting back as a day
2 pick.

PLAYER NOTES

Listed as a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromHallettsville High School in Hallettsville, Texas.
Despite having offers from Texas Tech, Colorado State and others, he committed to Texas. During
his senior season, he had 295 carries for 3530 yards and 62 touchdowns. In addition to football, he
played basketball and ran track in high school. His PR for the 200-meter dash was 23.86 seconds.
Suffered a torn ACL against TCU in November of 2023. Play style remindsme ofMiles Sanders.



LB 3 | 69TH

JEREMIAH TROTTER JR
LB | CLEMSON

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 228 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 31 ½”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

3-ConeDrill: 7.13 seconds

20-Yard Shuttle: 4.40 seconds

Bench Press: 21 reps

STRENGTHS
● Makes good pre-snap reads to communicate and adjust the defense.
● Looks comfortable in zone coverage – able to jump routes when playing hook/curl.
● Effective when blitzing up themiddle or off-the-edge.
● Shows good athletic ability andmovement skills when changing direction.
● Flashes good range and has shown he can stack-and-shed blocks.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to becomemore consistent with how he takes on blocks – lack of length gets him

chest to chest with offensive lineman.
● Form tackling needs improvement in the box – tends to let go of ball carriers.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Following in his father’s footsteps to the NFL, Trotter Jr., has the ability to be a starting linebacker
for a defense. He needs some refinement with how he takes on blocks and his tackling formwill
need to becomemore consistent in the NFL to be an every down player. His ability to blitz and
drop into zone coverage should get him on the field for 3rd downs.With that, he should be able to
find a role in nickel-packages early in his career with the potential for him to start down the road
as a ‘MIKE’ linebacker.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from St. Joseph’s High School in Philadelphia, PA. He had
offers from schools such as Georgia Tech, Baylor, Maryland and others but committed to Clemson.
He suffered a broken arm his junior year of high school. Started 26 straight games for Clemson and
will only be 21-years old his rookie season. His father, Jeremiah Sr., spent 12-seasons in the NFL
with Philadelphia,Washington and Tampa Bay.



SAF 4 | 70TH

JAVON BULLARD
SAF | GEORGIA

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’10 ½”

Weight: 198 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 30 ¾”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 4.47 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.51 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Flashes good range and tracking ability from split-safety alignments.
● Triggers downhill quickly and is able to come up in the run game.
● Shows great effort and consistency when tackling in the alley or along the sideline.
● Plays patient with good pad level and always willing to take on blocks.

WEAKNESSES
● More nuanced route runners can exploit his lack of closing speed on certain routes.
● Hip stiffness on vertical routes gives faster receivers easy separation from the slot.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Bullard is a well balanced safety who can cover and contribute in run support. Never shying away
from contact, he attacks quickly downhill and is always willing tomeet blockers or ball carriers
with contact. He’s versatile enough to play from single-high and split-safety alignments with good
production and range in both alignments. Playing with quick feet, he should be able tomirror
receivers or tight ends but there are times that stiffness in his hips can get him caught in the
ground and it gives pass-catchers the needed separation. Overall, his production frommultiple
alignments is encouraging for a defense looking to develop a safety that can become a future
starter in the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromBaldwin High School inMilledgeville, Georgia. He had
offers from Pittsburgh, South Carolina and others but committed to Georgia. In addition to
football, he was on the track and field team in high school. His PR for the 200-meter dash was
23.03 seconds. He’s started 22 games over the last two seasons for the Bulldog. In 2022, he was
arrested on a DUI charge. He’s also suffered a concussion, lower body and a shoulder injury in his
career.Won twoNational Championships at Georgia. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



CB 12 | 71ST

KHYREE JACKSON
CB | OREGON

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 196 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32 ¾”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.50 seconds

Vertical Jump: 36.5”

Broad Jump: 11’ 1”

STRENGTHS
● Good length and play strength to jam and redirect receivers.
● Physical player on the perimeter with good tackling ability.
● Times his punches at the catch-point to disrupt passes consistently.
● Fluid and physical enough for man and zone coverage.

WEAKNESSES
● Plays with toomuch hesitation when flipping his hips off press.
● Tends to get too grabby downfield.
● Toomuch separation downfield on vertical routes – speed could get tested.

OVERALL PROJECTION
One of the older prospects in the 2024NFLDraft, Jacksonwill be 25-years old before his rookie
season officially kicks off in August. That could change his projection and longevity in the NFL but
teams looking for immediate help on the perimeter or potentially at safety could be intrigued by
his skill-set. He’s got great length and physicality for the position. Meanwhile, he’s super
competitive at the catch point with timely punches to breakup passes. He’ll need to becomemore
confident when running vertically and he’ll need to watch howmuch cloth he grabs downfield. But
there’s enough to work with and develop on teams searching for a press-man corner.

PLAYER NOTES

Jackson played high school football at Dr. HenryWise High School in UpperMarlboro, Maryland.
He originally played for Fort Scott Community College in Kansas during the 2019 season. After
one seasonwith 25 tackles and three interceptions, he became the number one JUCO prospect in
the country and transferred to Alabama. After 21 games and one start with the Crimson Tide, he
transferred toOregon. Finishedwith 12 starts for the Ducks.Will be 25-years old in August.
COmpeted at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



EDGE 7 | 72ND

GABRIEL MURPHY
EDGE | UCLA

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 247 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 30 ½”

Hand Size: 9 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 4.68 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.59 seconds

Vertical Jump: 39.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 3”

STRENGTHS
● Has some of the fastest andmost effective hands for any pass-rusher in the draft.
● Works hands quickly and has effective counter moves to beat the opposition.
● Swimmove is fast and gets him through lineman in a hurry.
● Shows alignment versatility on tape bywinning in a variety of spots up front.
● Good initial snap quickness with a relentless motor.
● Displays good backside pursuit to chase down plays.

WEAKNESSES
● Shorter armswill cause concerns against NFL offensive lineman.
● When he gets chest-to-chest with offensive lineman, he can get turned andwashed easily.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Murphy projects as a standup linebacker in an odd-front for an NFL defense. Playing with a
relentless motor, he treats every play like it’s his last play of his career. His hands are fast, effective
and he’s able to win in a variety of ways. Much of his play style is what we see fromAlex Highsmith
and the hope is that he’s just as productive in the NFL. He’ll need to get stronger and his short arms
make him an outlier for the position but with his explosiveness and pass-rush plan, he should easily
find a situational pass-rush role to start his career.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromBishop LynchHigh School in Dallas, Texas. Despite
having offers fromAir Force, Navy and other schools, he committed to North Texas. After 3
seasons at North Texas, he transferred to UCLA and has started 26 games for the Bruins. His
identical twin brother, Grayson playedwith him at North Texas and UCLA. Competed at the 2024
Shrine Bowl.



OT 9 | 73RD

ROGER ROSENGARTEN
OT |WASHINGTON

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’5”

Weight: 308 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 33 ½”

Hand Size: 9⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.92 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.73 seconds

Vertical Jump: 30”

Broad Jump: 9’ 5”

STRENGTHS
● Athletic tackle with good length for the position.

● Explodes out of his stances with quick feet and ready hands.

● Consistently displays a flexible and fluid lower half in both the run and pass game.

● Will look to finish blocks with a snatch-trap technique but plays with some torque.

● Has no limitations when pulling and getting out in space.

WEAKNESSES
● Frame could be limited to addmass and overall strength.

● Anchor could get tested against more powerful rushers at the next level.

● Will overset in pass protection and it will lead to him playing out of control.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Headed to the NFL, Rosengarten has the desired athletic profile needed to stick on a roster.
Consistent over the last two seasons as a pass protector, he’s shown that by not giving up a sack.
Much of that is due to his quick feet, quick hands and ability to reset themwhen beat by the
opposition. Best suited to play as a right tackle, there’s a chance teams view himmore as a swing
tackle due to his athletic ability. The explosive pass sets and ability to finish blocks with a
snatch-trap technique is an encouraging sign for evaluators. He’ll need to get stronger but teams
looking to add length and athleticism to their offensive line depth will find it here.

PLAYER NOTES

Rosengarten was rated as a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) out of Valor Christian High School in
Littleton, Colorado. He played for former NFL receiver, EdMcCaffrey, in high school. In addition to
playing football, he played baseball and basketball. In baseball, he played first base and in
basketball, he averaged 15.6 PPG and 7.6 RPG as a forward.While he had offers to schools such as
Ohio State, Notre Dame and others, he committed toWashington. He’s made 28 consecutive
starts at right tackle over the last two seasons for the Huskies. Competed at the 2023 Senior Bowl.



LB 4 | 74TH

JUNIOR COLSON
LB |MICHIGAN

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 238 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32 ½”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

STRENGTHS
● Does a good job scraping andmeeting running backs in cutback lanes.
● Hits the opposition hard with good form tackles.
● Looks comfortable as amid-hook defender in zone coverage.
● Has the speed to runwith tight ends and running backs out of the backfield.

WEAKNESSES
● Doesn’t disengage blocks quick enough and he gets sealed off easily.
● Production could skyrocket with improved recognition skills – reacts before reading the

offense.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Colson is entering the NFL as a productive college linebacker with over three seasons of
experience as a starter. He’s athletic enough to play in a variety of alignments but he seems best
suited to play between a ‘50’ to a ‘90’ as a ‘Sam’ linebacker.With his coverage skills, he canman
cover tight ends and drop intomid-hook and hook/curl zones. All together, he’ll need to improve on
how he takes on blocks at the next level but he’s got the desired skills to become an every down
player with howwell he tackles and covers.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromRavenwoodHigh School in Brentwood, Tennessee. He
had offers fromUSC,Maryland and others but committed toMichigan. He playedOLB andWR in
high school. Lived in Haiti until he was 9-years old. Played on the same high school team as Duke
IOLGrahamBarton. Hemade 7 starts at linebacker as a true freshman. Finished career with 36
starts at linebacker for theWolverines.



RB 6 | 75TH

BUCKY IRVING
RB | OREGON

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’9”

Weight: 192 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 29 ½”

Hand Size: 9 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 4.55 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Vertical Jump: 29 ½”

Broad: Jump: 9’ 7”

STRENGTHS
● Has great change of direction ability with a flexible lower half.
● Operates efficiently in a zone scheme – shows that he can bend and break.
● Extends certain runs to the perimeter with good burst and strong contact balance.
● Runs hard and downhill – will contort his body to gain additional yardage.
● Established pass-catcher that can go the distance on screen passes and angle routes.

WEAKNESSES
● Takes some unnecessary shots in the open field.
● Has to runwith better patience between the tackles.
● Technique on blitz pickups needs correcting – too narrow, head down or just slips off

contact.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Irving lacks the explosiveness that other backs possess in this class but teams should appreciate
his no-nonsense running style. He’ll get downhill with good burst and acceleration. Most
importantly, he’ll make defenders pay with how he changes direction with ease due to his flexible
lower half. Additionally, he’s shown that he can produce on zone runs due to his ability to bend and
break those runs. Having the desired contact balance andwillingness to fight for every yard will
win a team over and I think we could see him go somewhere on the second day of the draft. Hemay
not have the size or speed to be an every down player but teams should find away to get him
involved in both the run and passing game.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromHillcrest High School in Country Club Hills, Illinois.
Despite having offers to schools such as South Carolina, Michigan and several others, he
committed toMinnesota. After one seasonwith the Golden Gophers, he transferred toOregon. In
addition to football, he also played basketball in high school. His first name isMar’Keise but was
given the nickname “Bucky” from his father, Marcellus, who passed awaywhen hewas only
two-years old.



WR15 | 76TH

JAMARI THRASH
WR | LOUISVILLE

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’11 ¾”

Weight: 188 lbs

Class: Senior (RS)

Arm Length: 31”

Hand Size: 9⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.54 seconds

Vertical Jump: 34”

Broad Jump: 10’ 0”

STRENGTHS
● Experienced route runner that can run an entire route tree.
● Great burst and pacing within his routes.
● Makes proper adjustments on back shoulder throws.
● Hand timing to high-point the football and catch away from his frame is good.

WEAKNESSES
● Could struggle against press andwith contested catches against more physical defenders.
● Drops are a concern with 17 of them in his career (per PFF).

OVERALL PROJECTION
Thrash is one of themore underrated receivers in this year's draft. He’s had consecutive seasons
with solid production in two different schemes.Watching him play in both, you can see that he’s
experienced as a route runner and is able to run just about every route in the tree.While he
doesn’t have blazing speed, he’s got good enough speed to run after the catch. Hewins with the
burst and pacing within his routes and he’s able to run them at all three levels of the field.
Projected to be aWR2/WR3, he seems likely to play out of the slot early in his career but there’s
potential for him to develop into a consistent weapon for an NFL offense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Troup County High School in Lagrange, Georgia.
Despite a visit to Georgia Tech, he was lightly recruited and only had offers from smaller schools
such as Georgia Southern andNevada. He ended up committing to Georgia State. In addition to
football, he also played basketball and ran track in high school. His PR for the 200-meter dash was
23.91 seconds. After 4-years with the Panthers, he ended up transferring to Louisville. Played in
37 games at Georgia State and played in 12 games with Louisville. Competed in the 2024 Senior
Bowl.



EDGE 8 | 77TH

BRALEN TRICE
EDGE |WASHINGTON

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3 ½”

Weight: 245 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 32 ½”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 4.72 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.65 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Plays withmore power than speed but has a good blend of both in his game.
● Displays a consistent motor to chase down ball carriers.
● Strong enough to execute push-pull moves and straight bullrush offensive lineman.
● Versatile and able to withstand contact on the inside and the outside.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to develop some type of counter move(s) into his pass-rush plan.
● Must find a comfortable playing weight.Was listed in the 270 range during the season.
● Lacks lower body fluidity to change direction and bend consistently as a pass-rusher.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Moving to the NFL, Trice is an intriguing day two prospect with a good overall frame to withstand
the contact he’ll see at the next level. He’ll need to figure out what weight is best for him as his
speed is altered when he’s at a heavier weight. Fortunately for defenses that runmore of an even
front, can use his power in both stopping the run and getting after the quarterback. He’s strong
enough to set the edge and drive the opposition into the quarterback. He’ll need to fine tune his
pass-rush plan to be successful on a consistent basis in the NFL but there’s much to be desired for
a team looking at a depth piece on the defensive line.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Sandra DayO’Connor High School in Glendale,
Arizona. He had offers from schools such as Alabama, Notre Dame and others but committed to
Washington. In addition to football, he also was on the track and field team. Hewas redshirted in
2019 and then started 29 games from 2021 to 2023.Was DefensiveMVP of the 2022 Alamo
Bowl. Turned 23-years old in February.



RB 7 | 78TH

JAYLENWRIGHT
RB | TENNESSEE

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’10 ½”

Weight: 210 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 31 ½”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 4.38 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.55 seconds

Vertical Jump: 38”

Broad: Jump: 11’ 2”

STRENGTHS
● Explosive back that is able to go 0-to-60 in the snap of a finger.
● Has the long speed needed to go the distance.
● Looks improved as a pass-catcher and could earn that role for a team early in his career.
● Good burst off his lateral cuts to help him get upfield in a hurry.
● Has the strength needed to gain additional yardage or shrug off defenders.

WEAKNESSES
● Runs with pad level too high on a consistent basis.
● Hesitation while looking for the big play(s) gets him in trouble – needs to take some of the

short yardage gains.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Wright is themost explosive running back in the class this year. He’s got legitimate track speed on
the field and is able to turn a single into a home run at any given time. His improvements as a
pass-catcher is encouraging and it wouldn’t be surprising if teams put the ball in his hands early
and often in his career. He’ll need to work on his pad level and chip away at the short yardage plays
that’s given to him by defenses rather than always looking for the big play. It’ll make himmore
efficient andwill actually lead tomore positive gains at the next level. Ultimately, there’s much to
be desired with his lateral quickness and burst through the second level that couldmake him a
potential three-down back in the NFL.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Southern High School in Durham, North Carolina.
Despite having offers to schools such asWest Virginia, South Carolina and others, he committed
to Tennessee. In addition to football, he also was on the track and field team in high school. His PR
for the 55-meter dash was 6.29 seconds (fastest mark in the country at the time). Hewill be
21-years old on April 1st.



EDGE 9 | 79TH

ADISA ISAAC
EDGE | PENN STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 247 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33⅞”

Hand Size: 9⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.74 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.64 seconds

Vertical Jump: 34.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 3”

STRENGTHS
● Works upfield with good burst and effective hand usage.
● Wins with a quick double swipe and is able to dip-and-rip consistently.
● Has good length for the position and is able to create separation on a consistent basis.
● Plays with good bend and effort against the run.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to get stronger against the run.Will get turned or washed easily.
● Has to learn how to playmore consistently at heels depth rather than just running the arc.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Isaac is a stand-up edge rusher that has an impressive set of tools to rush the passer and stop the
run. He’ll need to get stronger but he can get upfield in a hurry and he has the desiredmotor to
make plays with backside pursuit. Impressive length and hand usage helps him get through or off
blocks on a consistent basis. Best suited to be a pass-rush specialist to start his career, there’s
potential for him to develop into a starter if he can add someweight, get stronger and further
develop his pass-rush plan.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCanarsie High School in Brooklyn, NewYork. Despite
having offers from schools such as Florida State, Miami (FL) and others, he committed to Penn
State. In addition to football, he also competed in track and field.Was a three-time captain in high
school andwas named a team captain in 2023. Suffered an achilles injury in 2021 that ended his
season and took about 8months to rehab. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



CB 13 | 80TH

CAMHART
CB | NOTREDAME

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 202 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.57 seconds

Vertical Jump: 39.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 10”

STRENGTHS
● Patient defender that plays square and remains under control.
● Has great size and length for the position.
● Uses long arms to jam receivers and redirect them off their route.
● Good size to high-point the football and compete on 50/50 balls.
● Keeps pad level lowwhile remaining fluid in his backpedal.

WEAKNESSES
● Drifts in zone coverage and lets receivers behind him.
● Pad level changes/rises when receivers begin to change direction.
● Limited production compared to other defenders with the same experience.
● History of shoulder injuries is concerning for longevity.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Hart is a smart and experienced defender entering the NFL at the age of 24-years old. He plays
patient and square as receivers release vertically upfield. His size and length is great for the
position and it should help him compete consistently against NFL talent. He’ll need to watch his
pad level as he changes direction with receivers but his ability to runwith receivers is encouraging.
Best suited for man coverage, he is versatile and experienced enough to play in bothman and zone.
To start his career, Hart will develop as a number two cornerback that can contribute on special
teams early.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromOur Lady of Good Counsel High School in Olney,
Maryland. He had offers from schools such as Virginia Tech,Michigan State and others but
committed to Notre Dame. Suffered shoulder injury in 2019 that ended his season after 3 games.
Recorded a sack in his first career game at Notre Dame. Ranked as number 38 player on Bruce
Feldman’s Freak List. Played in 36 games with 32 starts over the last three seasons. Competed at
2024 Senior Bowl.



OT 10 | 81ST

DELMAR GLAZE
OT |MARYLAND

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 315 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 34⅞”

Hand Size: 10 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 5.21 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.78 seconds

Vertical Jump: 25.5”

Broad Jump: 8’ 8”

STRENGTHS
● Explodes out of his stance in pass protection.

● Plays square and under control.

● Punches are timely and he’s able to reset his hands quickly.

● Grip strength is a huge benefit in pass protection.

● Drives defenders with his inside hand.

● Flexible lower half and is able to bring pad level down consistently.

WEAKNESSES
● Hands look to latch and it causes him to expose his chest.

● Lacks consistency when climbing to the second level - gets stuck on the combo block.

● Doesn’t always finish his blocks in the run game.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Glaze is an experienced starter with 30-plus starts in his career. Splitting time between left and
right tackle, he’s shown the ability to anchor consistently at either spot. He shows good quickness
out of his stance and is consistently square to the opposition. His hands strike quickly and he’s able
to control defenders due to his grip strength and ability to reset his hands. Despite how he
explodes out of his stance in pass protection, there are instances where faster edge rushers are
able to get the outside corner on him.Withmajor improvements alreadymade in his game, Glaze
should have an easy transition into the NFL as a guard or tackle.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) out ofWestMecklenburg High School in Charlotte, North
Carolina.While he had offers to FIU, App State and others, he ended up committing toMaryland.
Appeared in one game during the 2020 season before getting redshirted. Started 32 games at
Maryland (16 games at LT and 16 games at RT). Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



WR16 | 82ND

JERMAINE BURTON
WR | ALABAMA

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 196 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31”

Hand Size: 9⅞”

40-Yard Dash: 4.45 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.53 seconds

Vertical Jump: 38.5”

Broad Jump: 11’ 1”

STRENGTHS
● Explodes out of his stance and gets upfield quickly.
● Has the speed that’s necessary to threaten defenses vertically.
● Withstands contact on routes to themiddle of the field – will bounce off and run

after-the-catch.
● Attacks the football while it’s in the air.
● Canwin in contested catch situations.

WEAKNESSES
● Will take an extra step or twowhen throttling down and changing direction.
● Arm length and play strength could get tested on contested catches.

OVERALL PROJECTION
There’s much to be desired with the skill-set of Jermaine Burton and his transition to the NFL. He’s
got a good overall frame to withstand contact and compete during contested catches on a
consistent basis. He’ll need to get stronger but there’s potential for him to be a viable option for
teams in themiddle of the field and as a deep threat. Getting out of his stance, he shows great
burst and gets upfield in a hurry while running his routes at a good pace. Able to play anywhere on
the field, there’s potential for him to become a solid number two receiver for an NFL offense that
needs a receiver to create big plays downfield.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromCalabasas High School in Calabasas, California. He had
offers to plenty of top schools such as Tennessee, UCLA and others. He had committed toMiami
(FL) and LSU before officially committing to Georgia. After two seasons with the Bulldogs, he
transferred to Alabama.Was coached by former NFL linebacker Chris Claiborne.



CB 14 | 83RD

ANDRU PHILLIPS
CB | KENTUCKY

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’11”

Weight: 190 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 31 1/14”

Hand Size: 8 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.51 seconds

Vertical Jump: 42”

Broad Jump: 11’ 3”

STRENGTHS
● Fluid athlete that shows good click-and-close ability.
● Provides inside-outside versatility for a defense.
● Shows comfortability in both zone andman coverage.
● Hips are fluid when opening his hips and running with receivers.

WEAKNESSES
● Lack of length could become problematic against longer and bigger receivers.
● Has to improve angles to the football in both the running and passing game.
● Form tackling has to improve – far toomanymissed tackles.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Phillips is one of themore explosive athletes in the 2024NFLDraft. He’s fluid with good versatility
to play inside or outside for a defense. His tackling will need to improve as hemisses far toomany
tackles but teams looking for a pure cover corner will get that with him. He looks best suited for
zone coverage but he does have experience playing inman coverage and he’s athletic enough to
mirror or runwith receivers. More of a developmental prospect somewhere on day two, I’d expect
Phillips to come in and play on special teams and be a valuable number three cornerback for a
team in year one. There’s potential for him to develop into a future starter for an NFL defense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromMauldin High School inMauldin, South Carolina. He
had offers fromN.C. State, Tennessee,West Virginia and others but committed to Kentucky. In
addition to football, he also competed in track and field in high school. His PR for the 100-meter
dash was 11.00 seconds.Won a state championship with a jump of 49’ 4” in the triple jump. His
father, Carlos, played linebacker at Kentucky. His brother, C.J. played football atMorehead State in
2015. Graduated in December of 2023with a degree in integrated strategic communication.
Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



CB 15 | 84TH

RENARDO GREEN
CB | FLORIDA STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 186 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31 ¼”

Hand Size: 9⅛”

40-Yard Dash: 4.49 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.53 seconds

Vertical Jump: 37.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 10”

STRENGTHS
● Experienced defensive back with the versatility to play cornerback or safety.
● Plays physically at the line-of-scrimmage and forces receivers to one-dimensional releases.
● Aggressive at the catch-point andwhen coming up to tackle.
● Shows good lateral quickness to run in the hip pocket of receivers on in-breaking routes.

WEAKNESSES
● Will get too grabby in coverage. Could lead to penalties in the NFL.
● Gives up toomuch of a cushion on deeper routes – opens hips vertically and then hesitates.
● Doesn’t always get his head around to play the ball when it’s in the air.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Green is a physical press-man corner with experience on the perimeter, in the slot and at safety for
the Seminoles. Aggressive at the catch-point, he’s able to deflect passes with ease and shows great
effort when doing so. He’ll need to watch his hands in the NFL as he tends to grab and pull
receivers downfield but teamswill love his physicality. In zone coverage, he tends to drift or play
with some hesitation but he looks fluid and able to play in a cover 3 or quarters coverage.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromWekiva High School in Apopka, Florida. He had offers
from top schools such asMiami (FL), Ohio State and others but ended up committing to Florida
State. In addition to football, he was also on the track and field team. His PR for the 100-meter
dash was 11.35 seconds. Appeared in over 50 games for the Seminoles. Competed at the 2024
Shrine Bowl.



SAF 5 | 85TH

CALEN BULLOCK
SAF | USC

ROUNDGRADE | 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 188 lbs

Class: Junior

Arm Length: 32 ½”

Hand Size: 9”

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.51 seconds

Vertical Jump:

Broad Jump:

STRENGTHS
● Has great size and length for the position.
● Plays with quick feet – able tomirror receivers or tight ends out of the slot.
● Closes quickly on the football and uses length to deflect passes.
● Looks comfortable covering the slot or rotating and buzzing down.
● Good ball skills with big play potential when he intercepts passes.

WEAKNESSES
● Far toomanymissed tackles on tape – has to improve form tackling.
● Pad level rises when turning upfield to run vertically.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Bullock is a fun and frustrating watch all at the same time. The athleticism and ability tomake big
hits jumps off the screen. But when there are good stretches of play, there are also bad stretches
too.Much of the bad is fixable with improvements on form tackling, hip fluidity and any coverage
lapses that can occur. If an NFL team can refine those tools, Bullock could end up being one of the
better defenders from this class. Teamswill value his size, length and production for the position.
Meanwhile, there will be quite a few defensive coordinators that will want tomold him into a
defensive chess piece due to his alignment versatility and ball skills. At some point in his career, he
seems destined to start for an NFL defense .

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from JohnMuir High School in Pasadena, California. He had
offers fromArizona, Texas A&Mand other schools but he committed to USC.Was a successful
receiver in high school with 40 receptions for 914 yards and 8 touchdowns. Appeared in 26 games
with 14 starts for the Trojans.Will be 21-years old on April 30th, 2024.



IOL 7 | 86TH

SEDRICK VAN PRAN
IOL | GEORGIA

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’4”

Weight: 298 lbs

Class: Junior (RS)

Arm Length: 31⅜”

Hand Size: 9 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 5.20 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.77 seconds

3-ConeDrill: 7.46 seconds

20-Yard Shuttle: 4.82 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Experiencedwith 44 straight starts at center for Georgia.
● Good overall athleticism for the position.
● Shows that he can operate in space.
● Aggressive with good snap-to-step quickness.
● Strong hands and shows the ability to finish blocks in the run game.

WEAKNESSES
● Frame could bemaxed out at only 298 pounds.
● Lack of length could cause him to get driven back into the pocket.
● Pad level needs improvement as he can pop-up out of his stance.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Van Pran enters the NFL as a potential plug-and-play interior offensive lineman for a team. He’s
likely to play center as he’s made 44 straight starts at the position for the Bulldogs. He’s a good
athlete and shows that he’s willing to finish blocks in the run game. His frame could get tested as he
needs to add someweight andmuscle to his frame but his lack of length could create issues against
longer interior rushers. Overall, he looks capable of playing in a zone or gap scheme and depending
on the depth on the interior, he could find himself starting in year one.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromWarren Easton High School in NewOrleans, Louisiana.
He had offers from a ton of top schools such as Florida, Oklahoma, Auburn and others but he
committed to Georgia. In addition to football, he also competed on the track and field team. Has
started 44 straight games for the Bulldogs offense.Was a team captain.Won twoNational
Championships at Georgia. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl. Play style remindsme of Lloyd
Cushenberry.



IDL 6 | 87TH

MICHAEL HALL JR
IDL | OHIO STATE

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 290 lbs

Class: Sophomore (RS)

Arm Length: 33 ½”

Hand Size: 10”

40-Yard Dash:

10-Yard Split:

Vertical Jump:

Broad Jump:

STRENGTHS
● Explosive first-step with good lateral quickness to defeat guards and centers.
● Effective when using a push-pull or swimmove to beat the opposition.
● Sheds blocks with active hands and follows throughwith active feet.
● Athletic and versatile enough to rush inside or outside on offensive tackles.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to get stronger for handling double teams and squeezing blocks down.
● Pops right up out of his stance – needs to play with lower pad level.
● Has to improve his pass-rush plan by using his hands faster andmore consistently.

OVERALL PROJECTION
If Hall was a touch stronger or bigger, he’d be talked about more in this draft. But working with
what we got, he’s got long arms for the position and his explosive first step is impressive. There are
times that he fires out without establishing a plan-of-attack with his hands. However, when he
does, he sheds blocks quickly and he’s at his best when using his violent swimmove. He looks
athletic enough tomatch-up against any offensive lineman he faces but he’ll need to get stronger
as he will facemore combo blocks and reach blocks in the NFL. To start his career, he’s likely to be a
rotational defensive tackle that primarily plays as a 3-technique for a defense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Streetsboro High School in Streetsboro, Ohio. He had
offers from schools such as Alabama, Florida State and others but he committed toOhio State. In
addition to football, he also played high school basketball. Suffered a broken hand his senior
season of high school football. Dealt with a shoulder injury in 2022 and an undisclosed injury in
2023.Will be 21-years old in June. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



OT 11 | 88TH

BLAKE FISHER
OT | NOTREDAME

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’6”

Weight: 310 lbs

Class: Sophomore (RS)

Arm Length: 34⅜”

Hand Size: 10”

40-Yard Dash: 5.20 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.82 seconds

Vertical Jump: 28”

Broad Jump: 9’ 6”

STRENGTHS
● Uses length to create separation in pass protection.
● Gets out of his stance in a hurry – especially in a 45-degree set.
● Shows that he can anchor and get under defenders with good pad level and a strong lower

half.
● Willing run blocker whowill drive defenders and clear rushing lanes for running backs.

WEAKNESSES
● Hand placement will get him in trouble – often toowide or grabs toomuch cloth.
● Can get out in space but lacks the lateral quickness to do it consistently.
● Let’s defenders hit his chest first – hand speed could get faster.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Whenever watching Fisher fromNotre Dame, it’s easy to see a developmental tackle that can be a
solid NFL starter at right tackle. He’s got the tools but needs refinement with his hands and some
of the lateral movement needed in his lower body. Regardless, he’s got the desired length to play
tackle and he’s a strong run blocker. Comfortable getting out of his stance with a 45-degree set, he
could be an adequate pass blocker in year one or year two of his career. Overall, there’s much to
work with and he appears to be a tackle that will end up being a day 2 pick for an NFL team and
when it’s all said and done, he’ll be labeled as a solid pro.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromAvonHigh School in Avon, Indiana. Despite having
offers fromGeorgia, LSU, USC and others, he committed to Notre Dame.Was redshirted as a true
freshman.Made 27 career starts at right tackle. Turned 21-years old inMarch. Suffered a
meniscus injury in 2021. Hasmade 26 straight starts for the Fighting Irish.



EDGE 10 | 89TH

BRANDON DORLUS
EDGE | OREGON

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’3”

Weight: 283 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33 ¼”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 4.85 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.68 seconds

Vertical Jump: 30’5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 3”

STRENGTHS
● Has an explosive first step with a powerful punch.
● Versatile and is able to align anywhere along the defensive line.
● Arm length and power helps him drive the opposition back into the pocket.
● Swimmove is effective when rushing the passer.

WEAKNESSES
● Goes through themotions on his rip move and doesn’t generate enough power when using

it.
● Conditioning and effort needs improvement for the NFL.
● Plays with too high of pad level once the ball is snapped.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Dorlus was far more impressive in 2022 than hewas in 2023 but he should still get drafted
somewhere on day three of the NFLDraft. His alignment versatility will be an asset for teams that
runmultiple defensive fronts but he seems best suited to play as a 3-technique in the NFL. He
plays withmore power than speed but when he chooses to time the snap, he does have an
explosive first step. There are toomany times on tapewhere he goes through themotions but his
swimmove and ability to bullrush will be ways he stays productive. Best suited to be a depth piece
to start his career, he has the size and tools to be developed intomore for a defense.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromDeerfield Beach High School in Deerfield Beach,
Florida. He had offers to schools such as Florida, Baylor, Virginia and others but he ended up
committing toOregon after flipping fromVirginia Tech. In addition to football, he also played
basketball in high school. Played in nine games as a true freshman and has started 40 games over
the last three seasons. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



IOL 8 | 90TH

DOMINICK PUNI
IOL | KANSAS

ROUNDGRADE | LATE 3RDROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’5”

Weight: 313 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33⅜”

Hand Size: 10⅛”

40-Yard Dash: 5.35 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.86 seconds

Vertical Jump: 30”

Broad Jump: 8’ 11”

STRENGTHS
● Versatile offensive lineman that has experience playing guard and tackle in college.

● Plays with good balance and control in pass protection.

● Displays good quickness when pulling and reaching - doesn’t appear to be limited in space.

● Will seal off defenders at the second level when getting out in space or when climbing.

WEAKNESSES
● Can open his hips in pass protection. Does overset in both the run and pass game.

● Pad level is too high inmany of his reps.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Moving onto the NFL, Puni has the tools needed to develop and stick onto anNFL roster. His
versatility will be highly coveted by teams and it wouldn’t be surprising if he plays as a swing
tackle, when needed. Ultimately, he looks best suited to be a guard or center in the NFL. He’s
shown good quickness in space but his patience and body control in pass protection is impressive.
Hemay not be the strongest finisher of the group but he can kick-out defenders regularly and seal
blocks at the second level. Teams should look to draft him on late day 2 or early day 3with the
hopes of developing into a starter down the road.

PLAYER NOTES

Puni wasn’t ranked in any of the recruiting databases. Originally played football at Central
Missouri before transferring to Kansas in 2022. In 2018, he started 3 games at right tackle and in
2019, he started 13 games at left tackle. Started 22 games for Kansas over the last two seasons.
His brothers, Derrick andDiv, played at Central Missouri. Derrick was a UDFAwith the Dallas
Cowboys. His sister, Brianna, played college basketball at EasternMichigan and Illinois State. He
competed in volleyball and track and field in high school.



RB 8 | 91ST

DAIJUN EDWARDS
RB | GEORGIA

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’9⅝”

Weight: 207 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 29 ¾”

Hand Size: 9 ½”

Broad: Jump: 9’ 6”

STRENGTHS
● One of the best blockers at the position in the class – picks up blitzes consistently.
● Jump cuts and changes direction with ease.
● Flexible lower half with good burst through the hole.
● Runs hard and has the desired contact balance to bounce off arm tackles.
● Makes defenders miss in tight spaces.

WEAKNESSES
● Will try to bounce runs but lacks the speed or explosiveness needed to get outside

consistently.
● Limited usage in the passing game and dealt with some drops when used.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Teams looking for just a solid back that can run efficiently between the tackles and is an asset in
protecting the quarterback will love the skill-set that Edwards provides. He’s at his best when able
to jump-cut and change direction but his lack of speed or explosiveness will limit how far some of
his touches go on the field. Displaying a flexible lower half and good overall burst, teams can use
him as a change-of-pace back with the option of utilizing his willingness to block defenders in the
passing game.

PLAYER NOTES

Edwards was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromColquitt County High School inMoultrie,
Georgia. Despite having offers from Florida State, Kentucky and other schools, he stayed in the
state of Georgia and committed to the Bulldogs. Experienced back for Georgia with 51 games
played in his career. Started 9 games in 2023 and has experience on special teams.Most of his
career, he’s been part of rotation in the Georgia backfield.Won twoNational Championships at
Georgia. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



SAF 5 | 92ND

TYKEE SMITH
SAF | GEORGIA

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’10”

Weight: 202 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31⅝”

Hand Size: 9 ¼’

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.58 seconds

Vertical Jump: 36”

Broad Jump: 10’ 0”

STRENGTHS
● Physical player that’s capable of playing in the box on a consistent basis.
● Good tackler that hits hard and is able to get downhill quickly.
● Drives blockers back with power and is able to work hands to get off blocks quickly.
● Versatile player with the desired skill-set to cover receivers out of the slot.

WEAKNESSES
● Hips are tight when turning up field andwill get beat on doublemoves.
● Step late when trying to break up passes at the catch point. Has to react sooner.
● Suffered knee injuries in 2021 and 2023.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Smith enters the NFLDraft as one of themore overlooked safeties in the class. He’s versatile
enough to play in split-safety alignments and he can cover the slot but his speedwill get tested
against faster receivers. His ability down in the box is encouraging for teams that are searching for
physical defenders andwant players that can help against the run. There appears to be stiffness in
Smith’s hips when opening vertically or trying to change direction with pass-catchers but he could
excel in zone coverage from a split-safety alignment. He’ll be a developmental prospect to start his
career with special teams ability but with his improved ball skills and tackling ability, there’s
potential for him to eventually develop into a starter.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Imhotep Institute Charter School in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. He had offers fromN.C. State, Virginia and others but ended up committing toWest
Virginia. After 22 games and two seasons with theMountaineers, he transferred to Georgia.Was
limited in his first seasonwith Georgia due to a knee injury. Suffered aminor knee injury in 2023
but returned quickly from the injury. Recorded 4 interceptions in 2023.Won twoNational
Championships with Georgia. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



TE 3 | 93RD

THEO JOHNSON
TE | PENN STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’6”

Weight: 259 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33”

Hand Size: 10 ¼”

40-Yard Dash: 4.57 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.55 seconds

Vertical Jump: 39.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 5”

STRENGTHS
● Willing run blocker when aligned in the slot or in-line.
● Provides alignment versatility when playing in-line or the slot.
● Shows that he’s able to withstand contact at the catch-point or in contested catch

situations.
● Runs through arm tackles and is able to run after-the-catch.
● Has the desired speed to run up the seam and createmismatches against linebackers.

WEAKNESSES
● Blocking technique could use some refinement with his pad level and hand placement.
● Doesn’t always throttle down to sink his hips when running his routes – this results in lack

of separation and high pad level.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Whenever watching the Penn State offense, Johnson always popped. Themore you dissect his
game, themore you can see him transitioning into a solid tight end in the NFL. He’s got the desired
athleticism and versatility to block or run routes and catch the football. He can catch the ball away
from his frame and he shows that he’s athletic enough to run after the catch. His route running
needs work as he’s not as consistent laterally as other tight ends but there’s much to be desired
within his skill-set to produce from a depth piece to a potential number one tight end.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromHoly Names High School inWindsor, Ontario, Canada.
He had offers from a plethora of top schools such as Alabama, Florida State, Michigan and others
but he committed to Penn State. Despite playing in Canada, his high school would play football
games against teams fromMichigan. His father, Nate, played football and ran track at Hillsdale
College. His brother, Dominic, played football at Buffalo. Started 29 games at Penn State.
Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



SAF 7 | 94TH

MALIKMUSTAPHA
SAF |WAKE FOREST

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’10”

Weight: 209 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 30⅛”

Hand Size: 9”

Bench Press: 22 reps

Vertical Jump: 41.5”

Broad Jump: 10’ 6”

STRENGTHS
● Great build for the position with amuscular frame.
● Meets running backs in the alley with big hits and great form tackling.
● Triggers downhill quickly and attacks the opposition with a vengeance.
● Versatile enough to cover the slot, play in the box or carry split-safety alignments.

WEAKNESSES
● Will bite on doublemoves or get turned around easily.
● Can get too handsy or grabby in coverage.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Teams looking for a tone-setter for their defense and special teams unit will get that by drafting
Mustapha out ofWake Forest. He’s a physical defender that levels the opposition with big hits
consistently. The way he comes up and plays the run in the alley or in the box is impressive and
could earn him a role in ‘Big Nickel’ packages for a defense. Defenses will benefit from his
versatility to play down in the box or cover tight ends and receivers from the slot. He’ll need to
improve on giving up such a big cushion on certain routes but when he’s able to compete at the
catch point, his strength and physicality ends upworking in his favor. There’s a chance for him to
develop into a starter but early in his career he’ll be a depth piece on defense with a key role on
special teams.

PLAYER NOTES

Wasn’t ranked on any recruiting databases andwas lightly recruited coming out ofWeddington
High School inMatthews, North Carolina. He committed to Richmond and played four games
during the 2020-2021 season. He then transferred toWake Forest and has played in 35 games for
the DemonDeacons. In addition to football, he also competed in track and field in high school. His
PR for the 100-meter dash was 11.53 seconds. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



POS RANK | 95TH

PATRICK PAUL
OT | HOUSTON

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’7 ½”

Weight: 331 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 36 ¼”

Hand Size: 9⅜”

40-Yard Dash: 5.13 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.77 seconds

Vertical Jump: 29”

3-ConeDrill: 7.65 seconds

STRENGTHS
● Tremendous length for the position with the ability to lock out or drive defenders.
● Willing to finish his blocks in the run game.
● Plays with good patience and has the desired foot speed tomirror defenders.

WEAKNESSES
● Will open his hips in pass protection against speed rushers.
● Needs to better utilize his length as he lets defenders push into his chest to collapse the

pocket.
● Hands often hit wide – needs to improve his hand placement.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Paul is an intriguing offensive tackle that has the developmental tools to become an eventual
starter for a team. He’s got the desired athleticism and length for the position but he needs
refinement with his hand placement and has to limit the times he oversets in pass protection.
There are times that he’s slow out of the gates or he takes bad angles in his kick slide and it leads to
him opening his hips too frequently. Overall, he’s a willing blocker andwith improved technique, he
could be a starter at either tackle spot for a team.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Jersey Village High School in Houston, Texas. He had
an offer from Tulsa but committed to Houston. In addition to football, he also competed on the
track and field team. His brother, Chris, played offensive line at Tulsa andwas a 7th round pick to
theWashington Commanders in the 2022NFLDraft. His brother, Nick, played offensive line at
Northeastern State. Despite being born in Houston, he spent 2 ½ years in Nigeria. Started 44
games for the Cougars.Will be 24-years old in November. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



RB 9 | 96TH

EMANI BAILEY
RB | TCU

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 5’ 7”

Weight: 202 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 29⅞”

Hand Size: 9 ¾”

40-Yard Dash: 4.61 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.57 seconds

Vertical Jump: 33.5”

Broad: Jump: 9’ 8”

STRENGTHS
● Smaller back that runs with a vengeance.
● Eyes take him to open rushing lanes.
● Has good contract balance and tends to shake initial contact well.
● Lowers his center of gravity and is able to get skinny and run low through the hole.
● Physical when taking on defenders during pass protection.
● Speed picks up as he runs and his ability to fall forward always leads to additional yards.

WEAKNESSES
● Cuts are tight and aren’t as fluid as other backs in the class.
● Long speedwill get tested consistently.
● Smaller back raises questions on overall usage in the NFL.
● Pass protection technique needs improvements.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Bailey is one of those players that themore youwatch of him, themore you appreciate the way he
runs. Limited due to his speed and size but he plays like every play is his last. Teamswill appreciate
that from him.While he’s a smaller back, he doesn’t let his size limit him on tape.Meanwhile, he’s
experienced running in both gap and zone blocking schemes. As he runs through the
line-of-scrimmage, he’s able to lower his center of gravity as he gets skinny though the hole and
falls forward for additional yardage on a consistent basis. Physical when running the ball andwhen
picking up blitzes, he could find himself in a 3rd down role early in his career.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromRyanHigh School in Denton, Texas. He didn’t have
major offers like other backs but he did receive offers from Tulsa andNorthwestern State.
Ultimately, he committed to Louisiana. After 16 games with the Ragin’ Cajuns, he entered the
transfer portal and transferred to TCU. In addition to football, he also was on the high school track
and field team. His PR for the 100-meter dash was 11.04 seconds. His brother, Jordyn, is a wide
receiver at TCU. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl. Play style resembles Devonta Freeman.



WR17 | 97TH

BRENDEN RICE
WR |USC

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 208 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33”

Hand Size: 9⅝”

40-Yard Dash: 4.55 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.55 seconds

Vertical Jump: 36.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 11”

STRENGTHS
● Great size for the position with long arms.
● Plays physical and is able to withstand contact to RAC.
● Efficient when using hesitation hop release against press.
● Size and catch radius help him become a threat in the red-zone.

WEAKNESSES
● Feet aren’t as quick as other receivers – long strides lead to him taking longer to throttle

down.
● Could track the ball better when contested vertically downfield.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Following in the footsteps of his dad to the NFL, Rice has big shoes to fill. After all, his father is the
greatest wide receiver in the history of football. But those shouldn’t be the expectations of him as
he enters the NFL. Puttingmore realistic expectations on him should ease his transition to the
next level. For starters, Rice has the skill-set to easily be projected as aWR2 orWR3 for an
offense. Built like a prototypical ‘X’ receiver, he could fill that void for a team in search of one. He
plays a physical brand of football and shows that he’s at his best when running hitch and comeback
routes. He’ll need to work on becomingmore fluid within his lower half but he does possess the
ability to run after-the-catch. It may take him a season to become a full-time contributor to an
offense but the potential to develop into a consistent pass-catcher is there for him.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromHamilton High School in Chandler, Arizona. He had
offers from Texas A&M,Oklahoma State and others but committed to Colorado. After 17 games
played at Colorado, he transferred to USC. In addition to football in high school, he also was on the
track and field team and played basketball. His PR for the 100-meter dash was 10.78 seconds. His
father, Jerry Rice, is an NFLHall of Famer and holds the record for themost receptions, yardage
and touchdowns in a career. His brother, Qualen Cunningham, played defensive end at Texas A&M.
Rice started 24 games for the Trojans. Competed at the 2024 Senior Bowl.



QB7 | 98TH

SPENCER RATTLER
QB | SOUTHCAROLINA

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 211 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31”

Hand Size: 9⅞”

40-Yard Dash: 4.95 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.63 seconds

Vertical Jump: 32”

Broad Jump: 9’ 0”

STRENGTHS
● No limitations with his arm strength – can get the ball anywhere on the field.
● Plays like a shortstop in baseball with throws from different arm angles –makes a great

diving throw against Georgia.
● Tough player that takes shots in the open field and in the pocket.
● Accurate passer with good ball placement tomake life easy for receivers.

WEAKNESSES
● Limited athlete that will get chased down extending plays beyond the pocket.
● Can force throws into non-existent throwing windows.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Rattler hasmade quite the impression during the pre-draft process and the hope is that he’s
matured enough to stick with an NFL team as a backup to start his career. His arm talent and
toughness couldmake him a potential starter but he's a limited athlete and his aggressive play
style could limit some of his production. Overall, he’s an experienced player with 42 career starts
and the tools worth drafting as a developmental quarterback. There’s a chance that he sneaks into
being selected on the second day of the draft but either way, he should sit behind a veteran before
being handed the keys to potentially drive the car.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 5-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) from Pinnacle High School in Phoenix, Arizona. He had
offers from a plethora of top schools such as Notre Dame, Alabama and others but he committed
toOklahoma. After 3 seasons with the Sooners and the emergence of CalebWilliams, he
transferred to South Carolina. In addition to football, he also played basketball in high school and
averaged 10.0 PPG and 2.0 APG. He threw for over 11,000 passing yards in high school.WasMVP
of Elite 11 Camp in Texas.Was featured on the Netflix documentary calledQB1: Beyond the
Lights. Hewas suspended in high school for violating a district code of conduct. Competed at the
2024 Senior Bowl. Athletic profile is comparable to GardnerMinshew.Will be 24-years old in
September.



CB 16 | 99TH

CAELEN CARSON
CB |WAKE FOREST

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 199 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31⅜”

Hand Size: 8 ¼”

40-Yard Dash:

10-Yard Split:

Vertical Jump:

Broad Jump: 9’ 6”

STRENGTHS
● Appears comfortable in press-man and has experience playing in zone.
● Able to jam and redirect receivers when playing press.
● Works outside-in against receivers in the run game.
● Plays physical and looks to tackle in the run game.

WEAKNESSES
● Click and close ability could use some improvements – plays with hesitation.
● Dip in production with his ball skills – turning to the football and poor angles is the root

cause.
● Plays upright while staring in the backfield when he’s playing in zone coverage.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Carsonmay not be a “ready-made” prospect but he has the tools to develop into a CB2 or CB3 for
a defense. Physical when playing press, he’s able to redirect receivers and he shows good recovery
speedwhen receivers run vertically. If he turns his head around sooner, he will see an increase in
production but for themost part, he seems to be in a fairly good position when the ball is in the air.
Whether it be in off-man or in zone coverage, he tends to play with some hesitation but the
defenses that playmoreman coverage will value his ability. He’s more than likely an early day 3
pick to provide depth and special teams ability but the tools are there for Carson to have a bigger
role for a defense one day.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromNorth Point High School inWaldorf, Maryland. He had
offers from schools such as Army, East Carolina and others but committed toWake Forest. In
addition to football, he also played basketball andwas on the track and field team in high school.
Recorded 25 tackles and an interception as a true freshman. Has started 19 games over the last
two seasons. Suffered a lower body injury in 2022. Turned 22-years old inMarch. Competed at the
2024 Senior Bowl. His play style remindsme of Jerry Jacobs.



TE 4 | 100TH

JAHEIM BELL
TE | FLORIDA STATE

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’2”

Weight: 241 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 33”

Hand Size: 10”

40-Yard Dash: 4.61 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.58 seconds

Vertical Jump: 35”

Broad Jump: 10’ 4”

STRENGTHS
● Provides an offense with great versatility with his ability to play in-line, H-back and in the

slot.
● Shows good run after-the-catch ability in the short and intermediate areas of the field.
● Usage in pre-snapmotions could createmismatches with his athleticism in the open field.
● Plays tough as a blocker and is able to run after-the-catch.

WEAKNESSES
● Needs to improve blocking technique.
● Lack of length could be problematic when blocking or in contested catch situations.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Still developing as a blocker, Jaheim Bell enters the NFL as a reliable pass-catcher with good
alignment versatility for an offense. Best suited to align in the slot due to his smaller frame, he
could find himself in a role for a team that values H-backs that can get in front of defenders in the
run game or check release and run routes in the short areas of the field. Bell offers immediate run
after-the-catch ability but if he’s contested at the catch point, he could struggle in the NFL.
Overall, he’s best suited to provide depth for an offense that usesmultiple tight ends in their
offense and are looking for a player that can helpmove the sticks or provide value on special
teams.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 4-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromValdosta High School in Lake City, Florida. He had
offers from schools such as OleMiss, LSU and others but he ended up committing to Florida
before flipping to South Carolina. He suffered a torn ACL during his senior season of high school.
In addition to football, he also played basketball in high school. He avered 4.8 PPG and 2.8 RPG
during his 46 games played. He played in 30 games with 11 starts at South Carolina before
transferring to Florida State. He started 9 games for the Seminoles and recorded 39 receptions for
503 yards and two touchdowns. Competed in the 2024 Senior Bowl.



LB 5 | 101ST

DARIUS MUASAU
LB | UCLA

ROUNDGRADE | 4THROUND

PRE-DRAFTMEASURABLES
Height: 6’0”

Weight: 225 lbs

Class: Senior

Arm Length: 31 ½”

Hand Size: 9 ½”

40-Yard Dash: 4.70 seconds

10-Yard Split: 1.59 seconds

Vertical Jump: 36.5”

Broad Jump: 9’ 9”

STRENGTHS
● Very productive player with over 430+ tackles in his career.
● Comfortable dropping in curl-to-flats on passing downs.
● Good overall tackler that should find success defending the run.
● Always around the football due to his range andmotor.

WEAKNESSES
● Speedwill get tested at the next level – especially on outside zone runs and jet sweeps.
● Can get out of position from operating too quickly or due to pre-determined reads.
● Has to work off blocksmore consistently. Gets sealed off too easily.

OVERALL PROJECTION
Muasau is a high-effort linebacker that was incredibly productive at the college level. There’s some
speed and size limitations within his game but he could be an early-down player with special teams
ability early in his career. He’ll need to work his hands faster andmore frequently when taking on
blocks but he’s a strong tackler and always finds his way to the football. He’ll be a depth player to
start his career but he could develop intomore with NFL coaching.

PLAYER NOTES

Was a 3-star recruit (per 24/7 Sports) fromMililani High School inMililani, Hawaii. Hewas lightly
recruited and had offers from Portland State andHawaii but he committed to Hawaii. After
playing 35 games for the RainbowWarriors, he transferred to UCLA. He played and started 26
straight games for the Bruins. His younger brother, Sergio, plays offensive line for Hawaii.
Competed at the 2024 Shrine Bowl.



Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

CalebWilliams QB USC 1st 2nd 1st

JaydenDaniels QB LSU 2nd 6th 1st

DrakeMaye QB North Carolina 3rd 7th 1st

J.J. McCarthy QB Michigan 4th 27th 2nd

Michael Penix QB Washington 5th 36th 2nd

BoNix QB Oregon 6th 55th 2nd

Spencer Rattler QB South Carolina 7th 98th 4th

Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Blake Corum RB Michigan 1st 54th 2nd

Marshawn Lloyd RB USC 2nd 57th 2nd

Trey Benson RB Florida State 3rd 61st 2nd

Ray Davis RB Kentucky 4th 67th 3rd

Jonathon Brooks RB Texas 5th 68th 3rd

Bucky Irving RB Oregon 6th 75th 3rd

JaylenWright RB Tennessee 7th 78th 3rd

Daijun Edwards RB Georgia 8th 91st 4th

Emani Bailey RB TCU 9th 96th 4th

Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Marvin Harrison Jr WR Ohio State 1st 1st 1st

Malik Nabers WR LSU 2nd 3rd 1st

RomeOdunze WR Washington 3rd 9th 1st

AdonaiMitchell WR Texas 4th 22nd 2nd

Brian Thomas Jr WR LSU 5th 24th 2nd

Keon Coleman WR Florida State 6th 29th 2nd

XavierWorthy WR Texas 7th 31st 2nd

LaddMcConkey WR Georgia 8th 32nd 2nd

Troy Franklin WR Oregon 9th 40th 2nd

Ricky Pearsall WR Florida 10th 46th 2nd

Xavier Legette WR South Carolina 11th 49th 2nd

RomanWilson WR Michigan 12th 52nd 2nd

Ja'Lynn Polk WR Washington 13th 59th 2nd - 3rd

JalenMcMillan WR Washington 14th 65th 3rd

Jamari Thrash WR Louisville 15th 76th 3rd

Jermaine Burton WR Alabama 16th 82nd 3rd

Brendan Rice WR USC 17th 97th 4th



Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Brock Bowers TE Georgia 1st 5th 1st

Ja'Tavion Sanders TE Texas 2nd 64th 3rd

Theo Johnson TE Penn State 3rd 93rd 4th

Jaheim Bell TE Florida State 4th 100th 4th

Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Joe Alt OT Notre Dame 1st 5th 1st

Taliese Fuaga OT Oregon State 2nd 8th 1st

Olu Fashanu OT Penn State 3rd 10th 1st

J.C. Latham OT Alabama 4th 12th 1st

Troy Fautanu OT Washington 5th 19th 1st - 2nd

Tyler Guyton OT Oklahoma 6th 28th 2nd

AmariusMims OT Georgia 7th 33rd 2nd

Kingsley Saumatia OT BYU 8th 51st 2nd

Roger Rosengarten OT Washington 9th 73rd 3rd

Delmar Glaze OT Maryland 10th 81st 3rd

Blake Fisher OT Notre Dame 11th 88th 4th

Patrick Paul OT Houston 12th 95th 4th

Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

GrahamBarton IOL Duke 1st 21st 1st - 2nd

Jackson Powers-Johnson IOL Oregon 2nd 26th 2nd

Zach Frazier IOL West Virginia 3rd 38th 2nd

Christian Haynes IOL UConn 4th 42nd 2nd

Cooper Beebe IOL Kansas State 5th 47th 2nd

JordanMorgan IOL Arizona 6th 50th 2nd

Sedrick Van Pran-Granger IOL Georgia 7th 86th 3rd - 4th

Dominick Puni IOL Kansas 8th 90th 3rd - 4th



Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Dallas Turner EDGE Alabama 1st 11th 1st

Jared Verse EDGE Florida State 2nd 13th 1st

Laitu Latu EDGE UCLA 3rd 15th 1st

Darius Robinson EDGE Missouri 4th 34th 2nd

Chop Robinson EDGE Penn State 5th 37th 2nd

Chris Braswell EDGE Alabama 6th 39th 2nd

Gabriel Murphy EDGE UCLA 7th 72nd 3rd

Braelen Trice EDGE Washington 8th 77th 3rd

Adissa Isaac EDGE Penn State 9th 79th 3rd

Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Jer'ZhanNewton IDL Illinois 1st 16th 1st

ByronMurphy IDL Texas 2nd 18th 1st - 2nd

T'Vondre Sweat IDL Texas 3rd 43rd 2nd

Braden Fiske IDL Florida State 4th 48th 2nd

Kris Jenkins IDL Michigan 5th 56th 2nd

Michael Hall Jr IDL Ohio State 6th 87th 3rd - 4th

BrandonDorlus IDL Oregon 7th 89th 3rd - 4th

Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Edgerrin Cooper LB Texas A&M 1st 30th 2nd

PaytonWilson LB N.C. State 2nd 44th 2nd

Jeremiah Trotter Jr LB Clemson 3rd 62nd 3rd

Junior Colson LB Michigan 4th 74th 3rd

DariusMaussau LB UCLA 5th 101st 4th



Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Terrion Arnold CB Alabama 1st 14th 1st

QuinyonMitchell CB Toledo 2nd 17th 1st

NateWiggins CB Clemson 3rd 20th 2nd

Kamari Lassiter CB Georgia 4th 23rd 2nd

Kool-AidMcKinstry CB Alabama 5th 25th 2nd

Cooper Dejean CB Iowa 6th 35th 2nd

Ennis Rakestraw CB Missouri 7th 41st 2nd

Kris Abrams-Draine CB Missouri 8th 53rd 2nd

MaxMelton CB Rutgers 9th 60th 2nd

Mike Sainristil CB Michigan 10th 62nd 2nd - 3rd

T.J. Tampa CB Iowa State 11th 63rd 3rd

Khyree Jackson CB Oregon 12th 71st 3rd

CamHart CB Notre Dame 13th 80th 3rd

Andru Phillips CB Kentucky 14th 83rd 3rd

Renardo Green CB Florida State 15th 84th 3rd

Caelan Carson CB Wake Forest 16th 99th 4th

Name Position School POS Rank OVRRank Grade

Tyler Nubin SAF Minnesota 1st 45th 2nd

JadenHicks SAF Washington State 2nd 58th 2nd

Kamren Kinchens SAF Miami (FL) 3rd 66th 3rd

Javon Bullard SAF Georgia 4th 70th 3rd

Calen Bullock SAF USC 5th 85th 3rd

Tykee Smith SAF Georgia 6th 92nd 4th

MalikMustapha SAF Wake Forest 7th 94th 4th


